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FOREWORD

The American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education (AACTE) is
pleased to publish this paper because of its relevance to teacher education
and to the education profession generally. This monograph addresses one of
the critical questions involved in designing and implementing pre- and in-
service teacher education programs, namely: What does research say about
teacher competence and teacher effectiveness? The answer to that question
will be particularly useful for those teacher educators who are reexamining
the objectives of their present preparation programs, those evaluating the
effectiveness of their programs, and those experimenting with performance/
competency-based teacher education programs.

But what research says about teacher competence and teacher, effective-
ness is of interest to and has critical implications for other educators as
well: classroom teachers, teacher organizations, teacher center directors,
school administrators, state departments of education, professional standards
commissions, the U. S. Office of Education, educational researchers, school
board members, and the general public. Because of the nature of the topic
and the way in which it is addressed, we believe that this monograph is a
significant addition to educational literature.

The author, Dr. Donald M. Medley, has brought to the task of analyzing
and synthesizing the results of research studies on teacher competence and
teacher effectiveness a rich background of experience in research methodology.
He is well known and respected in the field of educational research. His
contribution in this work includes not only the substantive findings, but a
unique metnodology for carrying out this task.

Or. Medley was commissioned by AACTE's Committee on Performance-Based
Teacher Education to develop this monograph. While the study was' generated
under the auspices of the PBTE project, the Committee from the beginning was
well aware that the results would have implications far beyond the design and
implementation of performance/competency-based teacher education programs.

The study, which is endorsed by the Committee, was conducted under its
general sdpervision. To augment its own expertise in the area of educational
research, the Committee created a researchers' panel to work with Or. Medley
during the course of the study. Members of this panel are identified on the
inside cover of this monograph.

The contributions of the researchers' panel, as acknowledged by the
author, were especially helpful in developing the final product. Most of their
comments (see Appendix C) were highly complimentary. Some of the reviewers'
suggestions were incorporated into the study. Some of their objections would
evaporate if the reviewers' accepted our purpose--to present interim findings
that can be used to improve teacher education now while we wait for the
researchers to produce definitive results. A number of other objections are
disarmed by the results obtained. Meaningful, dependable, and consistent
findings were uncovered, an° more of them than these objections, if valid,
would lead us to expect. The author must have done something right.

AACTE acknowledges with appreciation the role of the National Center
for Improvement of Educational Systems (NCIES) of the U. S. Office of Education
in the PBTE Project. Its financial support (provided through the Interstate

lit
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Certification Project of the New YorF State Department of Education) as well as
its professional stimulation, particularly that of Allen Schmieder, are major
contributions to the Committee's work. The Association also acknowledges the
significant of the author and his support staff, and that of the
members of the Committee and researchers' panel. Slecial recognition is due
Lorrin Kennamer, PETE committee chairman, Shirley i;onneville of the project
staff, and Armette MacKinnon, technical editor, for their contributions to
the development of this )utlication.

EMARD C. PCHERCY

Executive Director, AACTE

KARL MASSANARI

Associate Director, MCTE

and Director, PISTE Project
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DEDICATION

With appreciation, AACTE dedicates this monograph to

GILBERT F. SHEARRON

Former Professor and Chairman

Division of Elementary Education

College of Education

University of Georgia

who suffered a fatal heart attack on March 14, 1977.

Dr. Shearron was associated closely with AACTE's
PBTE Project since its inception. He served as a
committee member, and provided valuable assistance
in conceptualizing the design of leadership
training institutes and in their implementation.
He was one of the architects of the University of
Georgia Elementary Education Model fn the late 60's.
Since that time he provided leadership in experiment-
ing with a competency-based preparation program for
elementary teachers. He provided wise counsel to
AACTE's Committee and to institutions of higher
education regarding the potential and pitfalls of
implementing competency-based teacher education
programs.

Dr. Shearron's professional life was dedicated to
the improvement of education for children through
experimenting with more effective ways to prepare
school personnel. The education profession will
miss his creative leadership, and those who knew
him as Gil will miss the inspiration of working
with him personally.
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INTRODUCTION

It is the primary .purpose of this report to provide the teacher educator
with access to the meaningful findings of research in teacher effktiveness,

In the last few years, the advent of a major innovation in teacher-,
education--performance-based teacher education--has_made the importance of
these findings--and of access to them--more apparent than ever before.

The-central notion behind performance-based teacher education is that
decisions about a teacher's career--about passage through preservice training,
certification, promotion, recertification, and so on--should be based on
demonstrated competency to perform in ways that an effective teacher performs.
Implementation of this idea requires that the nature of effective teacher
performance be specified in sufficient detail. Then it is possible to measure
to what degree, and in what ways, the performance of any individual teacher
resembles effective performance.

Knowledge of Teacher Effectiveness

Efforts to develop performance-based pregrems both for educating and
certifying teachers have made it,painfulyrolear'jgst how inadequate the base
is :for what we know today about ..the dynamits of tea er effectiveness. These
efforts have also demonstrated how weak the connection is between research in
teacher effectiveness and the teacher education curriculum.

There seem to be two major reasons why this is so. One has- to do with

the quality and quantity of research findings to date; the other has to do
with access to these findings.

First, research in teacher effectiveness is much more difficult and
expensive to do well than research in most other aspects of the educatione
process. Technical difficulties are formidable and, until recently, were not
even suspected by most researchers in the area. For this reason, many of the
findings reported were inaccurate and, therefore, inconsistent with each other.
Recent research has been better designed and better supported; it has also
greatly increased both the sheer amount of results reported in the literature
and the difficulty of access by anyone uilable or unwilling to work full time
on the problem.

Second, whenever teacher educatorSattempt to sift these findings they
find the task so difficult and time, cdnsuming that theit.can scarcely be blamed
if -they abandon it. The literature.of the subject is,vest and inaccessible,
and much of it is difficult to comprehend-and evaluate.

A number of sound scholarly reviews of this literature have appeared in
recent years (cf. Rosenshine, 1971, 1976; Rosenshine and Furst, 1971, 1973;
Dunkin and Biddle, 1974; Brophy,and 1Vertson, 1976*). These are invaluable;
but the reader comes away with the feeling (not really justified) that there
has been access, not to the research itself, but to a synthesis or interpretation

*See References following the text.



of that research. This leaves the reader at the mercy of what Dunkin and
Biddle (op. cit.) refer to as the "commitment" of the reviewer.

In this project we have made a strong effort to put the reader in direct
contact with the research. We have canvassed the literature and culled the
most significant findings from it, without attempting to select or interpret
them or to reconcile them with each other. We have then presented them in a
series of tables in a particularly simple format.

Interpretation of Findings

Readers of this report are invited to examine the process-product corre-
lat ons presented in Tables 3-43 and draw their own conclusions. These tables
wer designed to communicate the most clearly established facts about effective
teaching and only those facts. They constitute what we regard as the principal
product of our investigation.

In reading the pages to follow, it is important to bear in mind certain
limitations; the procedures we followed made an effort to reduce the complex-
ities in many thousands of correlations to something both accurate and com-
prehensible.

First, we have presented only the strongest and most dependable findings,
ignoring both small correlations that are statistically significant, and
larger correlations that are not. The fact that a relationship is not reported
should not be taken as evidence that it does not exist, or even as indicating
that there is no research evidence that it exists. Absence of a relationship
from Tables 3-43 means only that its existence has not 4cen clearly established
as far as we can discover. If a relationship is reported in the tables, there
is strong evidence that it does exist. The reader whose questions are not
answered in these tables is urged to consult the original studies or the
comprehensive reviews, cited previously for more details.

The second limitation we would like to emphasize has to do with general-
izability. For reasons mainly connected with the funding strategy of the
U. S. Office of Education, most of the research summarized here was done in
one segment of the school population--in classes of Grade III or below in
which most of the pupils come from homes of low socioeconomic status. To
what extent these findings apply to pupils with other backgrounds or in
other grades is not known. What evidence we have about pupils of high socio-
economic status and pupils in the higher grades indicates that results from
one group do not always apply to another.

Dangers of Misinterpretation

A secondary product of this investigation is our own reading of:some of
the conclusions these facts support. If these conclusions seem'incorrect,
the reader can go to the facts and draw others. The only rule that ohe should
follow is what we tried to observe: a valid interpretation, must fit'at the
facts. Anyone who selects some facts and rejects others on any baSis whatsoever
wilt.] reach conclusions which cannot be said to be based on the facts, thereby
defeating the whole purpose of the enterprise.

14



In education especially, no more serious obstacle to the advancement of
knowledge exists than the universal tendency we have to embrace and remember
research findings that fit our expectations, and to reject and forget those
that do not. Educators who do not frequently question and alter their beliefs
to suit research findings should suspect themselves of impeding rather than
aiding progress in the field.

Particularly vulnerable to misinterpretation are the suggestive findings
reported herein about possible differences in optimal strategy for teaching
primary grade pupils from low and high socioeconomic backgrounds. Most of us
have strong convictions about these matters. One group, the group opposed to
classroom integrafion, will be inclined to overinterpret these findings, losing
sight of their tentative nature (they come from a single study done in a small
number of classrooms in a single city) because the results agree with their
biases. Another group, those who favor integration, will be inclined to
undervalue the results, concluding that they are incorrect because they do
not agree with their biases.

Neither group will advance toward the solution of the problem so long
as they follow this practice of evaluating data on the basis of the conclusions
reached rather than on the basis of their quality. As far as they go, these
data do indicate that optimum learning in the two SES groups requires quite
different teaching strategies. What educators must do is to interpret these
results in combination with all other evidence available, and if the evidence
is not strong enough either to substantiate or to discredit the conclusion, to
keWan open mind and press for more research.

Another of the unavoidable risks that attends the publication of research
findings is that readers with preconceived attitudes and various axes to grind
will misinterpret these findings to suit their own ends. To prevent distortion
of research findings, to frustrate those who quote out of context or even
misquote the findings, a researcher would be forced to withhold publication of
the facts entirely. In this case, the cure would be worse than the disease.
At present, while we do not have enough facts, it is still important to
disseminate what facts there are and so reduce our ignorance.

Waiting for Definitive Results Before Doing Anything

This is a strategy that appeals to some because it sounds very. logical.
The - argument seems to be that if you don't do anything, you can't do any
harm. Since we do not yet have a full and complete understanding of the
dynamics of effective teaching, we are expected to ignore the imperfect
knowledge that we do possess and do nothing that requires such knowledge.

Now fortunate it is for the human race that at least some of our ancestors
did not subscribe to this position. If Columbus had waited until he had, a
complete and accurate map of the world before setting sail, his little fleet
would still be sitting in Genoa.

Very few decisions worth making can be put off until there is adequate
information to base them on: In medicine - -and poker, most actions must be
taken, most decisions made, on insufficient data. Patients die, and money
is lost, because action is taken when data are inadequate- -but more patients
and more money would he lost if no action were taken at' all.



1,

So too, educators must make decisions everyday, regardless of the
availability of hard evidence on which to base them. With this need in mind,
we have proceeded.

We believe that after reading this report and studying the findings
presented, the reader will agree that no serious student of teaching can
afford to be ignorant of the,findings produced by research in teacher effec-
tiveness.

)
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PROCEDURE

The basic bibliography of this study consisted of 289 studies* which
purported to shed light on the question, "How does the behavior of effective
teachers differ from that of ineffective teachers?" These studies were the
survivors of a weeding-out process from an original list of 732 items. Most
of the 445 rejected items were rejected because they reported no original
research; some were reviews of research; others theoretical, philosophical,
or opinionated discussions (from the armchair) of what a good teacher ought
to do.

The remaining 289 items were examined for empirically obtained relation-

ships between how a teacher behaves and how much the pupils learn from him or
her, commonly called prooeos-iroduot relationships, Pour criteria were used
in deciding whether or not a reported relationship should be included in this
review. Only those which met all four criteria were included. Briefly, the
criteria were:

1.' The study from whith.a relationship came had to be
designed so that the relationship was generalizable
to some population of teachers larger than the sample
studied.

2. The relationship had to be both reliable enough to be
statistically significant and-large enough to be prac-
tically significant..,

3. The measure of teacher effectiveness had to be based on
long-term pupil gains in achievement areas recognized
as important goals of education.

4. The process measure had to specify the behaviors
exhibited in such a way that they could be reproduced

as desired.

By the time we had applied these criteria to the thousands,of reported
relationships between teacher behaviors and pupil learning reported in the
literature,-the number of relationships which survived was 613; and these 613
correlations all came from just 14 of the 289 studies. Since our standards
turned out to be so severe in their effect, it seems appropriateto discuss
them further.

Rationale of the Study

'Al) four criteria proceed logically from a point of view adopted in this
study which is at variance with that underlying most of the research reviewed.
This viewpoint may be described briefly as follows:

The ultimate base of teacher education curriculum must be a thorough
understanding of the dynamics of effective teaching--e 4hat e tcaeer rust

*See Appendix B, Bibliography.
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know, and be, and do, in order to provide the greatest possible assistance to
pupils in their efforts to achieve the goals of education. Such understanding
depends on the establishment of cause-and-effect relationships between teacher
behavior and pupil learning. Only when we know why a teacher is effective--as
well as how--can we decide how best to train teachers.

The recognized purpose of research in teacher effectiveness is to develop
such an understanding by discovering the cause-and-effeCt relationships from
which this understanding may be derived.--Teacher education cannot become a

fully rational and knowledge-based enterprise until such an understanding has
been developed to a degree far beyond what exists at present.

What is the proper course of action for the teacher educator to follow
while waititij For the researcher to develop this knowledge bit by bit? Should
there be a moratorium on teacher education until the research catches up?

Obviously not; the schools of this country need teachers, and this need
must be met by programs designed to give the prospective teacher all the help
possible. These programs are based on the judgment and intuition or cumulative
wisdom of lifelong students of teaching. There is little doubt that they do a
lot to improve. teaching. There is less doubt that.they could do a lot more if
the research base were adequate.

Are there interim findings of the research that can help teacher educators
do a better job--or must we wait until the researcher is satisfied that the
findings are definitive before touching them?. This project was undertaken
under the assumption that interim results can be useful. The nature of the
research is such that it generates information that is currently useful to
teacher educators as is, no matter where the researchers are in their contin-
uing search for cause-and-effect relationships between teacher behavior and
pupil gain. Because the researchers collect their data by observing real
teachers in real classrooms and measuring-what real pupils learn, what they
observe can be useful today.

_..

Suppose, then, that we forget about the cause-and-effect inferences the
researchers worry about and examine their findings for information about
competent teacher performance. Suppose we examjne them to see what they tell
us about how the day-to-day practice of competent teachers differs from the
day-to-day practice of less competent teachers. Does it not seem reasonable
to expect that a novice teacher can benefit from learning the best current
practices of competent teachers? What techniques and strategies are more
likely to work for the novice on-the job than those techniques and strategies
that work best for other teachers? This is the point of view we have used in
_this survey of the literature--that process-product research can tell us quite
a lo about how competent and less competent teachers differ in their classroom
beha ior, even though we may not know exactly why.

.

f

A strong relationship between a behavjor variable and a measure of
teacher effectiveness need not be regarded As evidence-that the observed
behavior caused the measured effect. Iittdad:,.we shall use the measure of
effectiveness as an indicator of teacher,COMpeience, inferring that teachers
who are effective are more competent on .the average than teachers who are
ineffective. The distinction between competent and effective implied in
this statement is important and yet easy to forget. Competence has to do .

with how a teacher teaches and is measured in terms of the teacher's behavior;

6 18



how effective a teacher is is measured in terms of pupil learning. in other
.words, an effective teacher is always competent, but a competent teacher may
not always be effective, for a multitude of reasons.

We shall view the behavior of the teacher as an effect rather than a
cause, assuming that the competent teacher behaves in a certain way bemuse he
or she is competent. A strong relationship between teacher effectiveness and
a particular behavior will be interpreted as indicating that such a behavior
characterizes competent teachers, and therefore may deserve to be called a

"FnPet encli*

7,4, Let us now examine, one by one, the criteria used in selecting relation-
snips to be reported here.

Criterion I. A Relationship That Is Generalizable

The most important criterion we have used in deciding whether a relation-
ship should be reported or not has to do with the design of the study from which
it comes. In.brief, the study should be designed so that the results may
legitimately be generalized to teachers other than those in the sample studied.

Many of the studies that we examined were "methods experiments" in which 3

one or more teachers taught the same material to two or more groups of pupils
by two or more different methods, and the effects on pupils were examined to
see whether the methods used affected the outcome. Such experiments are almost
invariably analyzed in such a way that the findings generalize to other pupils,f
taught by the same teachers, but not to other teachers. If the,results of
such experiments are to be generalized to other teachers, it must'be assumed
that there is no interaction between methods and teachers- -that the method
effect is the same for all- teachers. This assumption is almost always false;
unless it is shown to be,true, the findings of the experiment tell us nothing
about teacher effectiverteks.

Most of the "process-product" studies--studies in which samples of
teachers were observed and their behaviors were correlated with<measures of
mean gains in their classrooms--met this criterion automaticallyrl, One methods
experiment, Project CRAFT (see Appendix A), Was found which was disigned'to
yield results generalizable to other teachers; it is the only one which met
all criteria for inclusion in this report.

Criterion-II. A Strong and Reliable Relationship

Before the development of a given competency (behavior) is adopted as a
program objective,' there should be strong evidence that the effectiveness of
a. teacher who-acquires that competency will increase. Direct eviidence of this
is obtainable only by adopting the-competency as a program objective on an
experimental basis and evaluating the consequences'. Meanwhile, ,the Magni
of the relationship between the competency and pupil learninOseSti ed in
a process-product study provides the best evidence available aboutHgfiich
competencies should be so tested. The stronger the relationship, the stronger
the evidence the competency will be useful to the teacher. Now strong should
such a relationship be?

1 9



We have somewhat arbitrarily chosen a relationship equivalent to a linear
correlation of .39 as the minimum that will be reported. A correlation of this
magnitude indicates an overlap of 15% in the variances of the two measures
involved. It is of the same order of magnitude as, for example, the correlation
usually found between aptitude scores and college grades. Despite recent
criticism of abuses of such scores, admissions offices have found them useful.
A correlation of .39 between any test and a criterion is regarded as acceptable
evidence of validity in general practice.. We have therefore reported no corre-
lations below .39 in Tables 3-43.

In addition, we have reported no relationship, whatever its magnitude,
unless it is statistically significant at the 5% level. This means, of course,
that the risk that'a relationship due to chance (one which would not be expected
to recur in a different saaple of teachers from the same population) would be
reported in our tables is not greater than 5%.

When the same behavior (or similar ones) correlates in the same way with
the same kind of effectiveness measure in two or more studies, the risk that
both are chance results becomes much smaller; such a relationship becomes as
near a sure thing as we are ever likely to get. The identification of such
instances is an important goal of this investigation.

In the,studies which'involved larger samples of teachers, there were
correlations that were statistically significant, but smaller than .39; in
the studies which used smaller samples of teachers, there were correlations
greater than .39 which were not statistically significant. None of these
wasTeported.

;So stringent a criterion may seem likely to result in our overlooking
many relationships that really exist. The danger maybe smaller than it.
appears at first. Among the thousands of correlations run in all of these
studies, most relationships of-any,size have had several chances to show up.
Lowering our criterion would admit many more unreliable and contradictory
findings, and very few important ones that would' otherwise have been missed.

When.two inconsistent relationships are reported in this study - -that is,
when a pair of relationships that should agree (because both involve similar
behaviors and similar outcomes) do not agree, the contradiction is almost
certain to be a real one. Since such pairs will usually come from different
studies done in different teacher populations, they may contain important
information about theeffects of context on these relationships. On the
other hand, since the different studies often Use different instruments,
they may only reflect differences between definitions of similar behaviors
on different instruments. (It seems improbable thatsuch.semantic differences
could account for contradictory findings of this strength, however.)

Criterion III. A Defensible Measure of Teacher Effectiveness

The product measure in a relationship- -the measure of pupil learning
gains--is regarded in this investigation as a means for identifying the
competent teacher whose classroom practices are what we are trying to discover.
To be defensible for this purpose, the measure should relate to pupil progress
toward outcomes that society generally regards as important the kinds of
outcomes, you might say, that teachers are hired to accomplish.
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There have been a number of studies of teacher effectiveness in which
both teacher behaviors and pupil learnings have been measured during the
teaching of a special unit (usually developed by the researcher) over a brief
time--a week, a day, even an.hour. This is an excellent strategy for studying
cause-and-effect relationships between teacher behavior and pupils' immediate
learning; but since such a product measure has no demonstrated relationship
to teacher effectiveness in achieving long-term goals of education, such studies
are irrelevant to our purpose. The ability to raise pupils' scores,on a unit
test in a short period of time cannot be accepted as a measure of competent
teaching, without evidence that the two are highly correlated.

Virtually all of the reportable results we found employed measures of
gains in reading or in arithmetic as the basis for assessing teacher effective-
ness. ?Some of these studies also used measures of attitudps toward school
or of changes in pupils' perceptions of the self to assessieacheriffectfieness
in these respects. Relationships with such gains were reported in addition to
relationships with cognitive gains from the same study. One or two studies
also reported relationships with gains in creativity, work-study skills, or
other variables. These results were judged too scattered to be worth reporting
here:

1 .

Criterion IV. An Interpretable Measure of/Teacher Behavior

To be useful for our purpose, a process measure must be defined so that
the behavior' involved is specified clearly enough to be reproducible when
needed. To know that effective teachers explain clearly is of no use to the
teacher educator unless one can tell just what a teacher does when explaining
clearly. Without this knowledge, how can one train a novice to behave in this
way? In effect, this criterion has limited us mainly to what are called "low-
inference" observation instruments, although,some use has been made of teacher
splf-report data and even of what some authorities would classify as "high-
inference" measures when the behavior in question was clearly described.
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RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

As we have pointed out, the primary objective of this report was to
provide direct access to the findings of research on teacher effectiveness to
teacher educators who lack the time, inclination, or technical competence it
would take to dig them out personally. Tables 3-43 were designed to accomplish
this. Anyone who reads the next few pages of this report can learn from them
how to read these tables at a glance. Thus, whatever relevant, important and
reliable findings the research contains are at one's disposal.

Immediately following these notes on interpreting the tables is a

section in which we have tried to summarize some of the most consistent
findings and provide our own interpretation of them. In doing so, we have
made no conscious use of any source of ihformation other than the data reported

t. in the tables themselves. This has been done so that the reader who wishes to
',use these findings in conjunction with information from other sources may be
,sure that the information from the two sources is, in fact, independent. Too

. "often, conclusions reported in different places are in reality based on the
same evidence and present a spurious consistency in appearance, thus gaining
credibility in-much the same way as an oft-repeated rum* does: If the con-
clusions we draw are consistent with our readers' own experience, then they
may be regarded as mutually supportive. If they are inconsistent, readers
should go to the facts to verify our interpretation--or their own.

Notes on Interpreting the Tables

Table 1 illustrates the format in which the 613 relationships are dis-
played in Tables-3-43. (These tables are grouped together following the
text)

The table title at the head of the page is meant to identify a common
element in the process measures listed at the left under the heading "Behavior
Item." These are identified where possible by the actual item or category
name used in the study; or when the name was not descriptive, a brief descrip-
tive phrase is employed.

At the right of the list of behaviors is a column indicating the grade
level or levels of the classes in which the behaviors were observed. At the
extreme right, under the heading "Source Symbol," are codes identifying the
studies from which the relationships reported for each behavior item came;
when available, the number assigned to thA item in the actual instrument'is
also included. This will enable the reader to refer to the original study
and identify specific items. .

.The studies are listed,by code in Appendix A, with details about sample,
instrumentation, and the like.

Each letter in the body--L, M, or H--identifies a strong relationship; ,)
and the location of the letter identifies the two variables related: to_the____
left-is the behavior or process variable; above it the teacher effectiveness
or product measure.

Thus the first L.on the upper left tells us that a strong negative
relationship was found between 'Pupil-initiated vs. teacher-initiated
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Table 1 - PUPIL INITIATIONS

BEHAVIOR ITEM

111ft

GRADE

LOW SES PUPILS HIGH SES PUPILS

READING

GAINS

complexity

low high
L

ARITHMETIC

GAINS

comolexitY

low high

AFFECTIVE

GAINS

school self

READING

GAINS

complexity

low high

ARITHMETIC

GAINS

ccmplexity

low high

AFFECTIVt

GAINS

school self

SOURCE

SYMBOL

Pupil-initiated vs. teacher-initiated
interchanges

Pupil-initiated interaction vs.
response to teacher

Pupil initiates substantive
interchange

Pupilsspeak freely

Pupil task-related comments
to adultt

Pupil questions, requests,
commands--non-academic

All non-responsive pupil

utterances to adults

I

I-II

II

II

III

III

III

L1

L1

L1

I1

L

L

L

Hi

1
L

L

L

Hz-

L1

H1

H1

L1

.

HI H!

H H

WGC OSCAR

S73 RCS1

WC OSCAR

WGC OScAR

SK 388a

SK 477c,
346a

SK 343a

WGC OScAR

WGC OScAR

GG

WGC OSCAR

.

Pupil initiates substantive interchange

Pupil "volunteers information vs.
pupil asks for information

,

Total pupil-initiated contacts

Pupil-initiated vs. teacher-initiated
substantive interchange
.....

III-VIII ,---

III-VIII
.

IV

IX-XII

H1

H1
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interchanges" and gains on an arithmetic test made up of items of high
complexity, in^classes which contained pupils of low socioeconomic status..
We also note that they were first grade classes, that the relationship was
reported in the Carroll County-West Georgia State study (WGC), and that the
process instrument used was OSCAR.

The superscript (in this instance, a one) is used to indicate that the
relationship is shown twice in the same row of the table; in this case, it
also appears under high complexity arithmetic gains in classes with pupils
of high socioeconomic status: Reference to Appendix A will verify that in
the Carroll County (WGC) study, classes observed had pupils of mixed low
and high socioeconomic status.

In the second line, we note a negative relationship between "Pupil-
initiated interaction vs. response to teacher" and gains on low-complexity
reading test items, and between the same item and gains on low-complexity
arithmetic test items, for pupils of low socioeconomic status in grades I
and II, reported in Soar 1973 and based, on the Reciprocal Category System,
Factor 1. The superscript on the two L's indicates that the measure used
contained items on both reading and arithmetic.

.

In reading the tables, the reader may interpret L as meaning that the
frequency of the Dehavior.in question is lob in the classes of effective
teachers; or, in the case of bipolar measures (like the fftst two items in
Table,1 which contrast two extremes), that the effective teacher will be at
the lower df the two poles*. Thus, effective teachers in the lower grades,
according to these two studies, tend to initiate more, and permit their pupils
to initiate fewer, interactions than the ineffective teachers.eo.

The line across the table divides results found in grades III or lower
from those found in the higher grades. Because some studies combined results
in grade III with those in higher grades, there is some overlap.

Note that the items below 'the line, which are similar to those above
the line, tend to show strong positive relationships--li's. In the upper grades,
the frequency of pupil initiations seems to be high in classes of effective
teachers--a reversal from the lower grades.

This particular table does not show any curvilinear relationships--does
not contain any ,m's. An't4 should be interpreted as meaning that the frequency
of the behavior. in question is intermediate in the effective teacher's class,
and may be either low or high in the ineffective teacher's class.

Readers are now free to turn to the tables and make their own interpre-
tation. For those who are interested, we now present some interpretations of
our own. Please-bear in mind that interpretations should not he confused with
the facts upon which they are based.

The Structure of Teacher Competence

Nheh-independent relationships between a single behavior and two distinct
kinds of teacher effectiveness are reported in a study, wehave what will be

calleda pair of relationships. Such pairs contain information about the
structure of competent teaching which we now propose to examine. If the two
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relationships in a pair match--if, for instance, both are L's (as was the case
in Table 1 with "Pupil questions, requests, comandsnon -academiclthe
implication is that teachers competent in the two different ways +and to behave
alike. If they do not matchif, for example; one is reported L and the othei
E--the indication is that teachers competent in one way behave in an opposite
manner from teachers competent in the other way. By.examiningall such pairs
of relationships in Tables 343, we can get some idea about the structure of
'competent teacher. behavior. In other words, we can learn something about which
behaviors are generic, in the sense that,they are equally effective for different
objectives and with different kinds of pupils.

We first examined all pairs in which one outcome was cognitive--a measure
of achievement gain--and the other affective--a measure of pupils' attitudes
toward school. Do teachers who work for and achieve maximum gains on achieve-
melt tests do so at the expense of pupils' attitudes toward school? ;Or are
pupils' attitudes highest where achieveMent gains are also greatest?

Table 2 shows that in the data presented in Tables 3-43 there were 54
pairs of relationships in which one outcome was pupil achievement gains (of
one kind or another) and the other outcome was pupils' attitudes toward school.
The two relationships matched in 72% of the pairS. These figures suggest that
a competent teacher of subject matter is likely to be developing positive
attitudes toward school as well.

Next we lobked at 36 pairs of relationships in which one, utcome was'a
measure of pupil gains in achievement and the other a measure of improvement
in pupil attitudes toward the self. Here we found that 75%-of these pairs.
matched. This suggests that teachers who produce maximum achievement gains
are also likely to improve pupils' self-concept the most. These results do
not support the notion that efforts to teach children to read and do arith-
metic--in and of themselves--are damaging to their self-esteem.

t

When 80 pairs of relationships to effectiveness in the two major content
areas--arithmetic and reading--were examined, we found that 73% of them
matched. -The implication we-draw from this is that (in these data at least) .

there is relatively little difference in the behaviors of teachers effective
in either of these two skill areas. (It may also he important to note that
most of these data apply to Grade III or below,1

When 158 pairs of relationships involving low and high-Complexity out-
comes were examined, 91% ofthem matched. Thissuggests that our effort to
distinguish between items of high and low cumplexity was not successful.

Finally, we studied pairs of relationships in which the same outcome
and behavior were correated in both nigh and low SES'classes. The.figure of
38% shown in Table 2 is based entirely on data from one study (BE); since this
was the only study which analyzed relationships in both high and low SES
classes separately. The conclusibn we draw is that patterns of behavior of .

teachers effective with low SES pupils differ considerably, from those of
teachers effective with high SES pupils in these data, and should therefore
be examined separately.

Imsummary, the evidence is that, with early grade pupils of the sane
SES level, the teacher who produces maximum achievement gains in either reading
or arithmetic is quite likely to produce high gains in both subjects and at

0
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Table 2

Percents of Pairs of Process-Product Relationships Between

the Same Behavior and Two Types of Outcome Measures That.
Match (i.e., HH, LL, or MM)

.

Relationships 'Number of Percent
Paired ,, PairS" Matching

Attitude Toward School vs.
Achievement Gains (same .

SES level) 54, 72

Gains in Self-Concept vs.
Achievement Gains (same
SES level)

.

36 i 75

Reading Gains vs. Arithmetic Gains
(same level of complexity and
same SES level) 80'

.

73

High Complexity vs. Low Complexity
Gains (same SES level) 158 91

Gains in High SES Classes vs.
Gains in Low SES Classes
(same subject and level of
complexity) 84 38
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both levels of complexity (as defined in this paper), and in the pupils' self-
concept and attitudes toward school as well. There is also evidence (from one
study) that competent teachers of low SES pupils behave quite differently from
competent teachers of high SES pupils.

The Competent Teacher of Low SES Pupils in the Primary Grades

In this section, we will examine the-differences between the behavior of
teachers of low SES pupils whose classes show high mean gains on achievement
tests of arithmetic, reading, or both, and the behaviors of teachers of low
SES pupils whose classes show low mean gains on these tests. 442 shall concen-
trate on those relationships which are reported more than once, preferably in
two .or more different studies. Since there is evidence that some of these
behaviors may be negatiiely related to pupil attitudes toward themselves and
toward school, we shall also discuss relationships to attitudes when available.

Teacher Use of Time. The'effective teacher of low SES pupils in Grade III
or below differs from the ineffective teacher in devoting more class time to
task-related or "academic" activities (6, S73).* A large portion of pupils'
time is' described in one study as structured, while another (SK) reports more
interactions related to lesson content, more class time, more academic activity,
and less time in which a child is unoccupied.

Two studies (CRAFT, SK) reported more reading-related activities'(7) in
classes of more effective teachers; but a third study(BTES) seems to contradict
these two. There is also a suggestion that the relationship may depend on the

Ireading methods used (cf. Table 30).

The amount of arithmetic activity (9) observed in one study (SK) was found
to be higher-in classes taught by effective teachers; the frequency of teaching
operational skills was reported greater for the effective teachers in a second
study (BTES).

The number cif teacher questions asked and/or pupil answers made (16) was
found in one study (SK) to be higher in effective teachers' classes on.several
different items; however, a second study (BE) reported that the proportion of
opportunities a pupil had to respond per unit of time in arithmetic lessons
was lower in effective teachers' classrooms. This suggests that, even though
the total'amount of task-related activity is higher in the more effective
teachers' classrooms, the distribution of such.activities between teacher
questions and other tasK-related activities may also be important.

A final confirmation, verified in two studies (SK, WGC), is provided by
the fact thit more effective teachers spend less class tine discussing matters
unrelated to lesson content (42).

To summarize: 'mainly one study (SK) provides support for the conclusion
that effective teachers of low SES pupils in the primary grades engage their
pupil:,,, -in more lesson-related activities than less effective teachers do; yet

*From here on in the text, numbers in parentheses refer to tables, and code
symbols refer to studies (identified in Appendix A).
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there is enough confirmation from other studies to justify considerable confi-
dence that this conclusion is correct. It should also be noted that no evidence
one way or the other was found that this particular kind of behavior was related

to pupil attitudes toward schbol.

Organizing for Instruction. Effective and ineffective teachers of low SES

pupils also differ in how ,they usually organize their classrooms: it is the less
effective teachers who spend more time working with pupils in small groups and
leis time working with the whole class or a large group of pupils (3).

The evidence that effective teachers spend more time with large groups and
less with small ones comes mainly from one study (SK) but is verified in one
other study (BTES).

The_amount of time pupils spend working independently in small groups (4)
is reported in two studies (S73, SOas consistently lower in classes where
achievement gains are high. The picture is very much the same with respect to
seatwork (5), with closely similar findings reported in four different studies
(BTES, WGC, S73, SK).

, A fifth study,(BE) reports that effective teachers assign more seatwork
than ineffective ones',-but does not indicate directly that the effective
teachers' pupils spend more time in seatwork (which would conflict with the
findings of other studies). The sixth item in Table 5 indicates that effective
teachers individualize assignments more than ineffective ones do. These two
items suggest that effective and ineffective teachers differ not only in the
amount of seatwork they assign but also in what the pupils do at their seats.
Evidence that the two types of teachers also behave differently during seatwork
time will be presented below.

There is some evidence in these tables (4, 5) that the amount of time
pupils spend in small groups without a teacher (or other adult) present is
related to their attitudes toward school. When the individual:or group is '

-described as working independently (SK 138, 142), attitudes toward school are
high. 'Otherwise (S73 FLA6, TP4) they are low. It appears that teachers who
permit more independent work have classes who like school better, but learn
less; teachers who have a lot of nonindependent small group work have classes,

who neither like school nor learn much. The teacher who permits the least
amount of individual and small group work has the greatest gains in achieve-
ment And gets mixed results as far as attitudes are concerned. Independent

seatwork does not seem to help the pupils' self-image much either (SK 138, 142).

Quality of Instruction. Whit kinds of questions and what ways of
responding to pupils distinguish the more effective teacher of low SES pupils

from the less effective teacher? We have consistent evidence (Table 18) from
four different studies (S72, S73, WGC, SK) -that effective teachers of low SES
pupils ask more questions classifiable in the lower levels of the Bloom

taxonomy than ineffective teachers do. This difference holds no matter how

teacher effectiveness is defined--whether in terms of high.or low complexity
outcomes in arithmetic or in reading. A fifth study (BE) suggests that
effective teachers of low SES students ask fewer "choice" questions--that is,
questions which offer a limited choice of answers. The general conclusion
that effective teachers prefer low-level questions seems justified, despite
this one somewhat inconsistent finding,
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Evidence that effective teachers also ask fewer high-level questions (19)
is less extensive, but the results from three studies (S72, S73, WGC) agree.

Patterns of teacher reactions to pupil responses are complex; however,
there are findings from three studies (Perham, S73, BE) which indicate that
the effective teacher of low SES *at is less likely to be seen amplifying,
discussing, or using pupil answers than the ineffective teacher (21). The
alternative to discussing a pupil answer is either to acknowledge it or to give
feedback and then go on to something else. There is some evidence (SK, BE),
not entirely consistent (cf. BE S164), that this is what the effective teacher
is Likely to do (20). This seems consistent with a preference for low-level
questions, since it is high-level questions--those calling for analysis,
synthesis, evaluation--which-are usually appropriate to discuss or amplify,
not low-level-ones.

The number cf pupil-initiated questions and comments (14) also tends to
be lower in classes taught by effective teachers than in those taught by inef-
fective ones, according to results reported in three studies (WGC, S73, SK).
Moreover, effective teachers treat pupil initiations differently than inef-
fective teachers do (15); they are less likely to listen and provide feedback
to pupils or to solicit questions from them than ineffectiie teachers are
(WGC, BE).

- It seems clear that in low SES classeSat this'level, the competent
teacher keeps interaction at a low level of complexity -and pupil' initiative.
He or she does not encourage pupils to analyze, synthesize, evaluate, or indeed
to do anything but answer rather narrow questions-asked by the teacher. The-
teacher who encourages such pupils to express themselves freely, to think,,to
question, to discuss, is not effective in teaching, them to read or do arithmetic.

The only evidence that any of this has a_direct impact on pupils' attitudes
toward school is one item (WGC TP23) Suggesting that,pupil attitudes are low in .

classrooms in which questions tend to be narrow and followed by quick feedback--
that Is, in classes taught by effective teachers (18).

Environmental Maintenance. Evidence from five studies (Bemis, S73, BYES,
WGC, BE) indicates that there is less deviant or disruptive pupil behavior-(35)
in classes taught by effective teachers than in classes taught by ineffective
teachers. One study (Bemis) reports more hyperactive pupil behavior in effective
teachers' classes and more instances in which the teacher talks over pupil noise.
Since the same study reports less disruptive pupil,behavior where there is more '-
hyperactive pupil behavior, it would appear that neither of the :two items
reflects disruptive behavior but rather excitement that is probably task
xelated

Data related to teacher rebukes (34) is consistent with these findings:
such behavior is less frequent in the classrooms of more effective teachers
(WGC, CRAFT). Findings from'three studies (WGC, CRAFT, BE) also indicate that
effective teachers devote less time to managing their classrooms than ineffective
ones do (31).. (This dovetails with the finding already reported that effective,
teachers spend more time in academic activities.)

There is also some evidence related to what may be called the quality of
teachers' efforts at classroom management (32). Effective teachers differ from
less effective ones in that they control their classrooms with less criticism
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(cf. Table 34), and use a more varied repertory of techniques in doing so (WGC).

An effective teacher's errors in management are more likely to take the form of
overreactions, and less likely that of errors in timing (32, BE); and a pattern
in which the teacher supports appropilate pupil behavior and ignores inappro-
priate behavior was observed less often in the behavior of effective teachers
(WGC).

Effective teachers were found in three studies (SK, CRAFT, BE) to use
more praise or positive motivation (40), although there were some indicators
(CRAFT) that this depended on the context. Effective teachers were observed
in one study (SK) to make more use of token' reinforcement (39); but another
study found'that it was the ineffective ones who reported most frequent use
of such things as gold stars and special privileges (BE).

Permissive behavior-:-giving pupils freedom to govern their own activities
(43)--was consistently found to be-more common in classes of less effective
teachers (S73, WGC, BE).

There is evidence from one study (WGC).that pupil attitudes are more
favorable toward school in the more orderly environment maintained by the
effective teacher (31, 32, 33, 34, 35).

In summary, the effective teacher maintains an environment that is
supportive and, if not always quiet, free fl'om disruptive pupil behavior.
She or he maintains this environment with little apparent effort'or expression
of negative affect.

Individual Attention. It was noted at the beginning of this section that
the effective teacher-OrTow socioeconomic status pupils in Grade III and below
sets Opils to work in small groups or as individuals (seatwork) less of the
time than the ineffective teacher does, and spends more time working with them
all in one large group. The effective teachers' pupils do spend some time in
seatwork or "independent" study; but their teachers behave differently during
this time than ineffective teachers. For one thing, they spend more time
checking individual pupils' work (25); for another; they are less perfunctory
when they do so (26). Evidence from two studies (RTES, BE) indicates that,
even though their pupils may spend less time in seatwork, effective teachers
spend more of their time working with individual pupils, and are more likely
to have initiated the contact themselves.

An interesting point is the indication (in Table 25) that, in the more
effective teacher's classroom, the proportion of teacher-initiated contacts
with pupils that relate to lesson content is neither higher nor lower than it
is in the classes of less effective teachers, but somewhere between (BE). The
teacher who hardly ever speaks to a pupil about anything but class'work is
not the effective one; nor is-the teacher who spends too much time in nonsub-
stantive conversation (cf. Table 42). The effective teacher seems to know
how much is enough.

When the effective teacher does talk to,an individual
(BE, S73) agree that she or he tends to talk longer, to pay
to the pupil than the less effective teacher (26).

The general picture these data
teacher's pupils work independently,

pupil, two studies
closer attention

convey is clear. When the effectle::-r
the teacher activajy supervises them,,,,

,
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giving careful attention to those individual children who, in the teacher's
opinion, need it. The ineffective teacher who assigns pupils to seatwork
leiVes them pretty much to themselves; anyone wha needs help must seek it.

Evidence about teacher mobility (27) would seem to be related to this
area, but what evidence there is is not consistent. One study (SK) reports
that the more effective teachers move about more than less effective ones,
which seems consistent with what we have found. But another study '(BTES)
reports that effdctive teachers (of arithmetic, at leist) spend more time
at their desks than ineffective ones. A third study-(s/GC) reports that the
competent teacher is more aloof and detached than the less ,competent teacher.

One way of reconciling these findings would be to interpret them as

grade related--as indicating that the effective third grade teacher moves
about a lot, while the effective second grade teacher sits at the desk looking
aloof and detached. Needless to say, such a conclusion needs verification
before it is taken very seriously, since the different grades were observed
in different sites. The conflicting evidence that effective teachers work
with individuals both `closely and often has,peen verified in different sites
and demands to be taken seriously.

The evidence regarding the effects of individual attention on pupil
attitudes is mixed. The behaviors that are more common where pupils' attitudes
toward school are favorable are: teacher checking pupil work (25, BTES) and
teacher aloof, detached from pupil activities (27, WGC)--both observed in the
second grade.

1-

Teacher Compeeence and Pupil SES in the Primary Grades

A question that has important implications for teacher edUtation is
whether the same patterns of behavior are effective in classes made up mainly
of pupils of low socioeconomic status and in classes of pupils made up of high
socioeconomic 'status. We do not have much information on this point because
only one of the studies used in this review obtained comparable data in classes
of both types. There are, however, a surprising number of instances (62% of all
pairs)-in which a process-product relationship reverses between the two types
of classes--that is, instances in which the ineffective teacher in one group
behaves like the effective teacher in the other.

Such reversals cannot be verified in other studies as the relationships
reported in the last sections could; on the other hand, any such reversal reported
_in one-oflhe tablesis statistically significant beyond the .01 level, and
represents a difference of at least .78 between the two correlations involved.
We have found such reversals in two areas--one related to the conduct of class-
room discussion, and the other related to teacher attention to individual pupils.

Conduct of Discussion. Effective teachers in high SES classes are most
likely to use-one of the two following questioning patterns:' (1) to identify
the pupil who is to answer a question before asking it, or (2) to ask a question
and then call on a pupil who indicates a desire to answer the question. Effec- : .

tive teachers in low SES classes are most likely to use a third strategy--to
ask a question first, and then choose a respondent who probably has not indicated
a,desire to answer the question (29).
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In a high SES class taught by an effective teacher, the pupil is more
likely to answer incorrectly than a pupil in a low SES class taught by an
effective teacher (17).

Once the pupil has answered, the effective teacher in the high SES class
is more likely to discuss the pupil's answer than. the effective teacher in the
low'SES class (21)--unless the answer is incorrect.

If the pupil's answer is incorrect, the effective teacher',in the high SES
class is more likely either to criticize the pupil's ansWer or,to answer the
question personally than the effective teacher in the low,,SEStiass_.(22).

r.

If the pupil fails to answer, the effective teacher in the high SES class
is isea likely to give him or her another chance to respond (by repeating or
rephrasing the question or asking a new question) than the effective teacher in
the low SES class (24).

If the pupil says he or she does not know the answer, the effective teacher
;.in the high SES class is more likely to call on someone elSe than the effective
'teacher in the low SES class (24).

In summary, the relationships just discussed seem to indicate two distinct
discussion strategies.

In Strategy I, the questions tend to be difficult and to require the pupil
to think; and the teacher tends either to indicate who is to answer the question
before asking it, or to let a volunteer respond.. If the answer is incorrect,
the teacher is likely to be critical of it or to give the answer. The pupil
who fails to answer or doesn't know the answer is not likely to get a second
opportunity; the teacher will give someone else a chance to answer it. The
teacher who uses this strategy successfully seems to be challenging pupils to .

respond near their highest level of capability.

Strategy I seems to be appropriate in classes made up of high,SES pupils
but inappropriate in classes made up of low SES pupils.

In Strategy II, the questions appear to be simple ones, since they elicit
responses that are usually correct and seldom merit further discussion. The
teacher is likely to raise a question first and then to indicate who is to
answer it, possibly as a way of holding pupils' attention. The teacher seems
to choose a respondent likely to get the right answer, since wrong answers are
relatively infrequent. Criticism of a pupil's answer is rare, even when it is
incorrect; and if a pupil fails to answer or does not know the answer, the
teacher is more likely to help out (perhaps by rewording the question, or
perhaps by asking an easier one) than to turn to another pupil. The teacher

who uses Strategy II appears to be more concerned with giying pupils a chance
to experience success than to challenge them with!ditacillt questions.

Strategy His used by effective teachersin easses made up mainly of.
low SES pupils and by ineffective teachers in classes of high SES pupils.

It should be remembered that thewfindings comefrom one study (BE),ancr,.
hive not been verified elsewhere_as yet.
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Attention to Individual Pupils. There are a few contrasting findings in
the tables (all from BE) which suggest that how much attention a competent
teacher pays to individual pupils also depends on SES. We noted in the last
section of this report that the effective teacher of low SES pupils tends to
pay more and closer attention to individual pupils during seatwork and small-
group activity periods than the ineffective teacher does.

There is evidence that this relationship may reverse in classes in which
most pupils are of high SES. It is the less effective teachers in these,classes
who accept a higher proportion of pupil attempts to initiate work contacts (15),
who initiate a higher proportion of private contacts related to arithmetic (25),
and who are most likely to give long feedback during teacher-initiated work
contacts (26).

As far as they go, these findings indicate that the teacher who gives the
most individual attention to pupils in high SES classes is the one who is least
effective in producing cognitive gains, and that the reverse is true in low SES
classes.

Concluding Remarks. In this section we have examined the tables for
evidence about whether the nature of competent teacher behavior depends on the
SES of the pupilt being taught. We did so in part to illustrate a way of using
the tables that is different from the one illustrated in the preceding section.
In the earlier section, we looked for consistencies across studies; one might
say that we exploited similarities in the relationships. Ln this section we
have exploited differences in relationships within a single study. The former
approach leads to results that are much more impressive--harder to question- -
than those obtained in this section. The kind of findings obtained in this
section are neither as obvious nor as impressive, but are not to be dismissed
lightly, since each difference reported is so great.

If they are accepted as read, these findings have clear implications for
teacher educators, for researchers, and for educators. For teacher educators,
they strongly suggest that teacher education students may need to learn very
different strategies for dealing with pupils from different backgrounds, at
least in these earlier grades.

For the, researcher, they indicate a great need for further study of how
optimal teaching strategies vary with the setting in which the teacher works.
Much more could have been learned about these matters from the various studies
of Follow Through (SK) and from Beginning Teacher Evaluation Study (RTES) if
the samples had been chosen to represent both SES levels, and if the two types
of students had been isolated in the analysis. And the increase in cost would
have been negligible.

The implications for the public schools might be the most far-reaching of
all. If there are many strategies which have opposite effects on pupils of
these two types (or any others), is it fair to the pupils (or to the teachers)
to mix them together in the same classroom? More findings like these,vould
indicate a negative answer..
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Competent Teacher Behavior in the Upper Elementary Grades.

-lhere has been much less reviewable research done in grades above the .

third, and making sense of.what there is calls for more imagination or ingenUit',
Following are the principal differences we find between effective and ineffective
teachers in these grades, ignoring pupil SES.

.0 The effective teacher in upper eleme ntary grades talks more (13, £66, Sp;
28, WGC).; keeps pupils on task more (36,14GC, BTES); and is less permissive
(37, WGC; 43, WGC, SoK), although the pupils do initiate more interchanges
than those in classes taught by less effective teachers (14, WGC, 1G). The
effective teacher's questions tend to be easier and of a lower cognitive level,
however (17, 22, 40, GG; 19, WGC; 20, S66; 21, WQC). The picture that emerges
is one in which the teacher presents most of the content, with low-level teacher
questions and pupil questions interspersed.

The effective teacher manages the upper elementary classroom with less
effort and is more selective in use of rebukes or criticism (31, 33, WGC; 34,
WGC, Sp, GG; 35, WGC, BTES). During seatwork, upper elementary pupils in
effective teachers' classrooms are more likely to approach the teacher, and
the teacher is less likely to approach the pupils (25, GG); and teacher:: attend _

upils less closely (26, WGC), which suggests more pupil autonomy. There is
also some indication that more effective teachers favor less traditional
materials (11, WGC, BTES).

Inspection of relationships to affective gains_indtcate_that:pUpils!
self-concepts improve in the classesjihere-cognitive level-is Tot(18) and
where management is unobtrusive (33, 34,-35), and that attitudestoWard school
are also high where the latter competence is displayed.

In sumary, the picture we derive of the effeCtive teacher in these grades
is rather traditional and, let's face it, unexciting. jlete implications-are-
not nearly as well supported as those drawn about teachers oflow SES pupils
in grade three and below. "cost: of them are based on results from more than
one study, however, unlike the conclusions we drew above about differences
between low and high SES classes. Those should be viewed as tentative at best.

Concluding Remarks

- The reader should bear in mind that these attempts to interpret some of the
findings in Tables 3-43 are to be regarded as of secondary importance. The
facts shown in the tables are the primary product of this study, and we would
prefer that the value of-the study be judged according to their usefulness
rather than on the merits of our interpretations of them. If we have succeeded
in providing easier access to some of the strongest findings of the research in
teacher education, we have done what we set out to do.

If there is one conclusion that we would like the reader to share with
us, it is the conclusion that fairly leaps from these pages: where sufficient
effort and resources have been applied to the study of teacher effectiveness,
useful and dependable findings have emerged. This approach to the study of
teacher-effectiveness does work, and we need more of it.
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TABLES 3 to 43, Inclusive*

*Instructions for interpreting tables are presented on
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Table 3 - GROUP SIZE

.
.

BEHAVIOR ITEM

-

.

GRADE

LOW SES PUPILS HIGH SES PUPILS
,, ..

READING

GAINS
.

cool exi ty

10m high

ARITHMETIC,

GINS

complexity

ia . kith

AFFECTIVE

GINS

school self

READI

GAINS

complexity

low high

ARITHMETIC

'GAINS

cemplexity

No high

AFFECTIVE

GAIIG

school self

SOURCE

SYMBOL

e

-1r-:

H H

H H

'

L

Ll

Adult with large group of pupils-general

Adult with large group of pupils -
arithmetic

Adult with large group of pupils.; .

reading

Teacher, aide, or any adult with
small group of pupils t

Small group with teacher (arithmetic)
, .

Small group.with any adult arithmetic)

Adult (other than teacher) working with
(small) group 7-'

Small group with eacher, aide, or any
adult (reading)

-----\

I

``III`

III

III

III

III

III

II

III

A

H` H

H

,

L

.

Ll

SK89 et al.

SK 123,135

SK 146,158

SK 106,88,
94

SK 122

SK 134 .

BTES AP

SK 157,145,
149

,
,

--H---7H

H H

H H

L

L L

38



Table 4 - SMALL GROUP WITHOUT ADULT

BEHAVIOR ITEM
0

INNIMPL

GRADE

SLOW ''SES ' PUPILS HIGH SES PUPILS

READING

GAINS

complexity

low high

ARITHMETIC

GAINS

complexitr

lot high

AFFECTIVE

GAINS

school self

READING

GAINS

complexity

low 1110

ARITHMETIC

GAINS

complexity

Igo high

AFFECTIVE

GAINS

'1

school self

SOURCE

SYMBOL\
1

t
AIIIMME111

Pupils work without teacher - -

seatwork, parallel or instructional
group

Pupils work without teacher--
seatwork, parallel or instructional
group

Hours of instructional learning
without teacher vs. hours of
structured learning with teacher

Small group working independently
(arithmetic)

.

Twp pupils w rking independently
(arithmetic)

Two pupils orking independently
(reading)

I

.

II

K,II

III

III

' III

L1 L2

L1 L2

Ll L2

L

L1 L2

it L2

L1 L2

L L

L

L

,

S73 FLA6

S73 FLA6

S73 CDR3

SK 138

SK 137

SK 160

_,-

39
40
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Table 5 - SEATWORK

-

BEHAVIOR ITEM

LOW SES PUPILS HIGH 'SE:
........

ARITHMETIC

..- GAINS

complexity

low high

PUPILS

SOURCE

SYMBOL
GRADE

READING

GAINS

complexity

for high

ARIINMETI,

:,GAINS

complexity

low high

AFFECTIVE

GAINS

school stlf

READING

GAINSGA

:omplexity

low high

AFFECTIVE

GAINS

,

school self

Activity: seatwork

Pupil self-directed and task oriented

.

.

All pupils work on same task at same
time, are responsible for same assign-
ments, no individualized assignments

All pupils working independently
(arithmetic)

Teacher assigns large amount
of seatwork

Teacher individualizes assignments

II

II
.

II

III

II-III

II

L1

H

L1

L1 L2

L1

.

.

.

H1

L

_

,

L1

L1 L2

'

H1

, .

j BITS R15

WGC FLACCS

S73 TP4

SK 142

GE 18

WGC TP17

,-,

.

if ,



Table 6 - ACADEMIC TIME

BEHAVIOR ITEM GRADE

LOW SES PUPILS HIGH SES PUPILS
,

READING

GAINS

complexity

lcel high

ARITHMETIC

GAINS

complexity

low high

AFFECTIVE

GAINS

school self

READING

GAINS

complexity

low high

ARITHMETIC

GAINS

cceplexity

low high
i

AFFECTIVE

GAINS

school self

SOURCE

SYMBOL

Structured vs. unstructured time

Total academic verbal interactions

Structured learning with.,teacher

Total academic verbal interactions

Percent of observations in which an
academic activity is occurring

Total class duration

Unoccupied child

,

I-II

I

II

III

III

III

III

.

H1

H

L1

H

H2

H2

H1

H

L1

H

H

H

L

.

H2

H

H2

H

H

H

L

S73 CDR6

SK 435a

S73 CDR3

SK 566c

SK 242

SK 17

) SK 77

.

44



Table 7 - TIME SPENT ON READING

BEHAVIOR ITEM GRADE'

, LOW SES PUPILS HIGH SES PUPILS

SOURCE

SYMBOL

READING

GAINS

complexity

low high

ARITHMETIC

GAINS

complexity

low high

AFFECTIVE

GAINS

school self

READING'

GAINS

complexity

low high

ARITHMETIC

GAINS

complexity

low high

AFFECTIVE

GAINS

school self

Reading activities (self report)
, ,

.

Reading, alphabet, language devel-
opment activities

Number of pupils involved in reading

Reading, alphabet, language devel-
opment activities

Number of pupils involved in reading

Time teacher spends preparing and
teaching reading (self report)

Total reading time (self report)
(Phonovisual method)

.

I

I

I

III

III

II

II

H

H

Ll

H

H

H

L2

L

H

H , H

L1 L2

,

,

..

.

CRAFT
log

SK 67

SK 163

SK 67

SK 163

BTES WD1

CRAFT
log

Time teaching decoding skills
in reading (self report) V Ll Ll BTES WD2

) 46



Table 8 TIME SPENT IN READING-RELATED ACTIVITIES
T 11

P

BEHAVIOR ITEM

LOW SES PUPILS HIGH SES PUPILS''

GRADE

READING

GAINS

complexity

for high

ARITHMETIC

GAINS

complexity

low high

AFFECTIVE

GAINS

school self

READING

GAINS

complexity-

Ilw high

ARITHMETIC

GAINS

Complexity

low high

AFFECTIVE

GAINS

school self

SOURCE

SYMBOL

Supportive rate (self report)

Supportive activities (self report)
(Language experience method)

Listening to stories (sel report)
(Phonovisual method)

Listening to stories (self report)
(Language experience method)

Listening to poetry (self report)
(Basal reader method)

Percent of time in spelling

Percent of time in language arts

I

II

I

II

II

II-III

II-III

L

L

H

H

L

H

.

.

L .

..

M M M

.

CRAFT log

CRAFT log

CRAFT log.

CRAFT log

CRAFT log

BE 5(T4)

PE 2(T4)

,

47 48



Table 9 - TIME SPENT, ON ARITHMETIC

0

BEHAVIOR ITEM -

LOW SES PUPILS

A.m..
HIGH SES PUPILS

SOURCE

-SYMBOL

4

GRADE

READING

GAINS

complexity

low high

ARITHMETIC

GAINS

complexity

low high

AFFECTIVE

GOMIS

'

school self

, READING

GAINS

complexity

low high

ARITHMETIC

GAINS

complexity

toe high

AFFECTIVE

GAINS

school self

111111116

.

.

H H

H H

H1 H2

.

,

,

H1 H2

,

,

.

SK 66

SK 140

ETES WD

,

.

.

.

,

N*bers, mathematics, arithmetic
activities ,

Numberpf -pupils involved in
arithmetic

Frequency.. of teaching operation

skills in arithmetic (self report)

.

.

.

_,

.

/MEM&

III

III

II



Table 10 - TIME SPENT IN OTHER SUBJECTS

BEHAVIOR ITEM GRADE

LOW SES PUPILS HIGH SES PUPILS

READING

GAINS

complexity

la high

ARITHMETIC

GAINS

complexity

low high

AFFECTIVE

GAINS

szhool self

READING

GAINS

complexity

low high

ARITHMETIC

GAINS

cimplexity

low high

AFFECTIVE

GAINS

school self

SOURCE

SYMBOL

.

Art work with reading (self report)
! ,

Total science time (self report)

otal social studies time .(self report)

Pe ent of time in social studies

Perce t of time in art

Group ti
.

Story, music, dancing activities

. .

II

II

II

II-III

II-III

III

III

H

L

H

H

L

M

.

L

.

.

M

.

CRAFT log

,
CRAFT log

CRAFT log

BE 7 (T4)

BE 4 (T4)

SK 62

SK 63

5?
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Table 11 - READING MATERIALS'

BEHAVIOR ITEM

LOW SES PUPILS HIGH SES PUPILS

GRADE

READING

GAINS

coolisity

low high

ARITHMETIC

GAMS

ampluity

low high

AFFECTIVE

GAINS

school self

READING

GAINS

complexity

low high

ARITHMETIC

GAINS

cemplexfty

la
_ high

\

AFFECTIVE

GAINS

ichool self

SOURCE

SYMBOL

II

II

II

II

_

H1

^L1

H2

Ll

L1

-

,

BTES WO

,BTES R11

WGC TP4

BTES WD

Use of basal reader other than-state
adopted (self report)

Use of books, etc. (secondary)

Wide range of informative

materials available

Use of games (self report)

*

H2

H1

L1

H2

L1

L1

H2

-,

Wide range of informative
materials available

Use of:workbook other than
basic (`self- report)

--,_

Use of board, etc. (secondary)

14
.

III-VIII

V

V

L1

L1

1

.

.

,:,. 2

.,

.

L1

L1

H1 H
2

.

WGC TP4

BTES WD

BTES R12

.

,

53

C



Table 12 - ARITHMETIC TEACHING MATERIALS

BEHAVIOR ITEM
.

GRADE

LOW SES PUPILS HIGH SES PUPILS ,.

READING

GAINS

complexity

low high

ARITHMETIC

' GAINS

complexity

low high

,

AFFECTIVE

GAINS

school self

READING

GAINS

complexity

low high

ARITHMETIC

GAINS

complexity

low high

AFFECTIVE,,

GAINS

school self

SOURCE

.' SYMBOL

Use of programmed materials (self report)
...teacher-made materials (self report)

individualized materials (self report)

Games

Games, toys, play equipmedt present

Audio-visual equipment present

Audio-visual equipment used

\

1

0

.

II

II

II

II

III

III

III

_

Hl H2

H1 H2

H1

L1

L L

L L

L

,

,

.

i

H1 4i,2

H1 H4

H1

L1

,

BTES WD
BTES WD
BTES WD

BTES R19

SK 25

SK 37

SK 38

.

.

,/

,5.,

.

\5 56



Table 13 - STEADY-STATE TEACHER TALK

,

.

BEHAVIOR ITEM GRADE

LOW SES -PUPILS HIGH SES PUPILS

READING

GAINS

complexity

low high

ARITHMETIC

GAINS

ccopiixity

low high

AFFECTIVE

GAINS

,

school self

READING

GAINS

complexity

low high

ARITHMETIC

GAINS

complexity

low high

AFFECTIVE

GAINS

school self

SOURCE

SYMBOL ,

SteadyLstate teacher talk vs.
pupil talk

I

Teacher tells story, pupils
attentive, interested . II

Steady-state teacher talk vs.
pupil talk II

Teacher lectures, pupils'Isored II

Li

Li L2

H1

H1 H2

Ll

,

H1

L1
L2.

H1 H2

/

S73 RCS5

WGC CS1

S73 RCS5

WGC CS2

Extended teacher talk and inquiry
vs. drill III-VI

Business-like lecture method,
insistence on attention to tasks
and conformity IV,VI

flIMMW

//

,

H

H H

H H S66 F3

Sp F6

3.

1.

05



Table 14 - PUPIL INITIATIONS

----',, BEHAVIOR ITEM

MN&

LOW SES PUPILS HIGH SES PUPILS -

A

GRADE

mIme'

READING

GAINS

complexity

low high

Ll

L1

ARITHMETIC '

GAINS

complexity

low highm--t
L1

Ll

L1

L

L L

L L

AFFECTIVE

GAINS

school self

.e______F

READING

GAINS

complexity

low high

L1

ARITHMETIC

GAINS

complexity

low high

L1

L1

AFFECTIVE

GAINS

school self

I

SOURCE

SYMBOL

WGC OSCAR

-

S73 RCS1

WGC OSCAR

WGC OSCAR

SK 388a

SK 477c,
346a

SK 343a

Pupil-initiated vs. teacher-initiated
interchanges

=- pupil-initiated interaction vs.
esponse to teacher

Oupil initiates substantive
interchange

Pupils speak freely

Pupil task-related cements
to adults

Pupil questions, requests,

commands--non-academic

All non-responsive pupil
utterances to adults

I

I-II

II

II

III

III

III

Pupil initiates substantive
interchange

-..

Pupil volunteers information vs.
pupil asks for information

Total pupil-initiated contacts

Pupil-initiated vs. teacher-initiated
substantive interchange

III-VIII

III-VIII

IV

IX-XII

H1

H1

H1 H2
.

Hl

N1

H1 H2

H H .

WGC OSCAR

WGC OSCAR

GG

WGC OSCAR



Table 15 - TEACHER ENCOURAGES PUPIL PARTICIPATION

LOW SES PUPILS HIGH , SES PUPILS
,

SOURCE

SYMBOL

BEHAVIOR ITEM d

INEMPIII.I.

GRADE

m.

kEADING

GAINS

complexity

for high

ARITHMETIC

GAINS

complexitY

low high

AFFECTIVE

GAINS

school self

READING

GAINS

complexity

l'w high

ARITHMETIC

GAINS

complexity

lay high

AFFECTIVE

GAINS

school self

Teacher listens to pupils and
provides feedback

Teacher pauses, asks for questions,
and answers them before proceeding

Short feedback on pupil question

Teacher. gives long feedback on
pupil question

Teacher praises pupil opinion
question -'

II

II

II-111

II-III

_

II-III.

L1

L1

L

L

L2

H

H

L

.

L1

L1

L

L

L2

H

.

.

.

WGC FL27

WGC FLA

BE L83

BE L84

BE Q126

.

.

hi



Table 16 - NUMBER OF TEACHER QUESTIONS

BEHAVIOR ITEM GRADE

LOW. SES PUPILS HIGH SES PUPILS

READING

GAINS

complexity

0M high

ARITHMETIC

GAINS

complexity

low high

. AFFECTIVE

..' GAINS

school self

READING

GAINS

complexity

lgw high

ARITHMETIC

GAINS

complexity

low high

AFFECTIVE

GAINS

school self

,SOURCE

SYMBOL

Pupil\responses, academic

'Ratio of total opportunities pupil
has to respond to total time
(arithmetic)

Group response to question,
command, etc.

Pupil responses, academic

,Pupil responses, total

Direct academic questions, requests,
commands

I

II-III

III
III

III

III

H

L

H

H H

H H

H H

H

H H

H H

SK 360a,
491c

BE T169

SK 363a

SK 360a,
491c

SK 358a

SK 353a,
451e,
582c

Imme

63
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Table 17 * PUPIL RESPONSE TO TEACHER QUESTIONS

1,

BEHAVIOR ITEM

..

GRADE

LOW SES PUPILS HIGH SES PUPILS

READING

GAINS
.

complexity

1 high

ARITHMETIC

GAINS

cooplexitY

low high

AFFECTIVE

GAINS

school self

READING

GAINS

cowolesity

loo high

ARITHMETIC

GAINS

cosplexity

low high

AFFECTIVE

GAINS

school self

SOURCE

-SYMBOL

Percent correct

Percent incorrect

Percent no response

Percent don't know

II-III

II-III

II-III

II-III

H

L L

P

N

L L

L

H

N N

M

N

L

M

. BE C7

BE C9

BE Cli

BE C10 .

Number wrong

No response .

Percent correct

wow

IV

-IV

IV ,

L L.

L L

H H

GG

GG

GG

...

Q.,



Table 18 - LOW COGNITIVE LEVEL QUESTIONS

SES PUPILS HIGH SES

ARITHMETIC

GAINS 17'.

complexity

low high

PUPILS
4..........

AFFECTIVE

:' GAD6

school self

SOURCE
1-43

SYMBOL

AMMO!

'

BEHAVIOR ITEM GRADE

LOW

)
READING

GAINS

complexity

low high

,
ARITISIZTIC

GAINS

complexitY

low high

AFFECTIVE

GAINS

f

school stir

READING

GAINS

.

complexity

low high

Convergent teaching - -teacher central,

low -level questions, quick response,
feedback

Narrow questions, drill, pupil
response

Questions calling for translation,
interpretation

Questions calling for interpretation

Narrow questions, immediate
feedback

Direct academic questions,
requests, commands

Percent of substantive questions
that offer limited choice of
answers (yes-no, etc.)

I-II

I

K-I

K-I

II

1

iIII

II-III

H1 H2

H1

Hl

H1

H1 H2

H1 H2

H1

H1

H1

H H

L

L3

f

M1 H2

.

:,-,...

,

H

L3

S73 TP1

S73 RCS3

S72 TCB3

S72 TCB1

WGC TP23

SK 451a,
582c,353a

BE 86
. :

.

,Recitation (low-level questions,
quick feedback, narrow focus)

,

V ml M2

.

N1
.

.

.

,

M2''; S73a Eli

.

,

68



Table 19 - HIGH COGNITIVE LEVEL QUESTIONS

BEHAviOR ITEM

, LOW SES PUPILS HIGH SES PUPILS
,

GRADE

READING

GAINS _

complexity

low high

ARITHMETIC

GAINS

complexity

low high

AFFECTIVE

GAINS

school self

READING

GAINS

complexity

low high

ARITHMETIC

GAINS

complexity

low high

AFFECTIVE

GAINS

school self

SOURCE

SYMBOL

Broad answers vs. narrow ones

Open questions and pupil self-
evaluation and free inquiry vs.
closed, text-oriented questions,
teacher evaluation

Concept attainment:by
discovery method

K-I

I-II

II

L1

L1

L1

L1

L1

Ll

.

S72 TCB2

S73 TP7

WGC CS8

Teacher avoids causing pupil
doubt or uncertainty III -VIII

.

Hl H2 H1 H2 WGC TP6

1.1MMEMII



Table 20 - TEACHER REACTION TO PUPIL RESPONSE--GENERAL

BEHAVIOR ITEM GRADE

LOW SES PUPILS HIGH SES PUPILS

READING

GAINS

complexity

Tom high

ARITHMETIC

GAINS

complexity

low high

AFFECTIVE

GAINS

school 4 sel f

READING

GAINS

complexity

low high

ARITHMETIC

GAINS

complexity

la high

AFFECTIVE

GAINS

school self

SOURCE

SYMBOL

Total fledback (academic)

Positive corrective feedback
(academic)

ANks new question

Repeats question

Acknowledgement, task-related,
non-academic

No feedback (when answer is correct)

Rephrases question or gives clue

I

I

II-III

II-III

III

II-III

II-III

L

H

H

L

H

H

H

H

H

L

H

H

H

L

M

H

M

L

H

H

L

L

H

SK 412a,

543c

SK 406a

BE J69

BE S163

SK 397a

BE D14

BE S164

Criticism

Non-evaluative

III-IV

. V L1 L2 L1 L2

L L S66 Fl

BTES AP

71 72



Table 21 - TEACHER REACTION TO PUPIL RESPONSE--AMPLIFICATION, EXTENSION

BEHAVIOR ITEM

ilik

LOW SES PUPILS HIGH SES PUPILS'

_4

GRADE

READING

GAINS

complexity

low high

ARITHMETIC

GAINS

complexity

tow high

AFFECTIVE

GAINS

school self

READING

GAINS

complexity

low high
A

ARITHMETIC

GAINS

compleAity

low high

AFFECTIVE

GAINS

school self
i

SOURCE

SYMBOL

-,.

Teacher uses pupil ideas, probes

Teacher responds to pupil & amplifies

Teacher discusses pupil answer (total)

Teacher discusses correct answer

Teacher discusses wrong answer

Teacher helps pupil correct
misperception

K -I

II

II-III

II-III

II-III

II

L1

M

L

L

L1

L1

L

H1

H

.

H

H

L1

.

Hl

1 Perham

S73 RCS2

BE J68

BE D15

BE F31

WGC TP8

Teacher helps pupil correct
misperception

....,

III -VIII Ll Ll WGC TP8

,

73



/11

II
k

able-2 i TEACHER REACTION TO WRONG ANSWER

LOW SES PUPILS HIGH SES PUPILS

SOURCE

SYMBOL
BEHAVIOR ITEM GRADE

READING

GAINS

cooplexity

low high

ARITHMETIC

GAINS

complexity

low high

AFFECTIVE

GAINS

school self

READING'

GAINS

complexity

low high

ARITHMETIC

GAINS

coplexitY

tow high

AFFECTIVE

GAINS

school self

M M

L

L L

L L

M M

L M

L L

M

H

H H

H H

L H

BE F35,
36,38

BE F30

BE F32

BE F29,
J66B

Repeats, rephrases, or asks new
question II-III

No feedback II-III

Gives the answer II-III

Criticizes II-III

Negates (neutral rejection) IV L L GG

76



Table 23 - TEACHER REACTION WHEN PUPIL RESPONSE IS PART CORRECT

BEHAVIOR ITEM

LOW SES PUPILS HIGH SES PUPILS

SOURCE

SYMBOL
_

-GRADE

READING

GAINS

coeplexity

few high

ARITHMETIC

GAINS

complexity

low high

AFFECTIVE

GAINS

school self

READING

GAINS

complexity

law high

ARITHMETIC

GAINS

Cooplexity

lew high

AFFECTIVE

GAINS

School self

Gives the answer

Calls on someone else

Asks a new question

Rephrases or gives clue (morning)

Repeat, rephrase, or ask new
question

II-III

II-III

II-III

II-III

II-III

H

M

L

H

H

H

H

H

H H

M

L

Ai

L

vr--

L

M

L

L BE E21 ,

BE E22

BE £27

BE E26

BE E24



/fable 24 - TEACHER REACTION WHEN PUPIL FAILS TO ANSWER QUESTION OR SAYS "DON'T KNOWN

.

BEHAVIOR ITEM GRADE

OM

LOW SES PUPILS HIGH SES PUPILS

READING

GAINS

complexity

kw high

ARITHMETIC

GAINS

complexity

low high

AFFECTIVE

GAINS

school self

READING

GAINS

complexity

low high

ARITHMETIC

GAINS

complexity

low high

AFFECTIVE

GAINS

school self

SOURCE

SYMBOL

Repeats, rephrases, or asks new
question II-III

Rephrases (or gives clue) II-III

Repeats question II-III

Another pupil,calls out the
answer II-III

Calls on another pupil (no answer) II-III

Calls on another pupil (don't know) II-III

Gives the answer II-III

Criticizes II-III

H M

H

H

H

M

L L

__-----

H H

L

M

M H

M M

_-----

L H L L

L H

L L

L

H H H H

H

HHHH
H--- H---

_________

BE 163,
G44

BE 164

BE S163

J7BE4
G43,

---

BE J73

BE G42

_BE-G44-----

BE G39

79
80



.
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Table 25 - TEACHER WORKS WITH INDIVIDUAL PUPIL

BEHAVIOR ITEM GRADE ,

LOW SES PUPILS I

READING

GAINS

complexity

ow high

ARITHMETIC AFFECTIVE f

GAINS GAINS

complexity

low high school self

Teacher checking pupil work II

Teacher-initiated dyadic contacts
per unit of teaching time (reading
groups)

Proportion of teacher-initiated

contacts that relate to class work

Percent of time pupil works alone
with teacher (arithmetic) II

Proportion of arithmetic contacts
that are teacher-initiated, private

Proportion of pupil-initiated
work contacts accepted

Ratio of teacher-initiated contacts
to pupil-initiated contacts IV

Pupil-initiated work contact with teacher
feedback IV

H1

H

H1

L

H2

HIGH SES PUPILS

READING

GAINS

complexity

low high

ARITHMETIC

GAINS

complexity

low high

AFFECTIVE

GAINS

school self

SOURCE

SYMBOL,

H1

L M

L

L

H1

2 BTES AP

BE 0170

BE P146

BTES AP

BE T167

LE N105

GG

GG

/1110
8.2



Table 26 - CLOSE ATTENTION TO PUPILS

BEHAVIOR ITEM GRADE

LOW SES PUPILS HIGH .SES PUPILS

READING

GAINS

complexity

low high

ARITHMETIC

GAINS

complexity

low high

AFFECTIVE

GAINS

school self

READING

GAINS

complexity

low high

ARITHMETIC

GAINS

ccmvlexity

low high

AFFECTIVE

GAINS

school self

SOURCE

SYMBOL

Proportion of teacher-initiated work
contacts that involve "mere"
observation

Long feedback on pupil-initiated
work contacts

Proportion of teacher-initiated work
contacts that involve long feedback

Teacher attends pupil closely in
task setting

II-III

II-III

II-III

I

H

H1

L

H

1:2

L

H1

M

L2

L

n

L

L

L

L

M

BE P148

BE 16B

BE P150

S73

FLAB

Teacher attends pupil closely III-VIII L1 L1 WGC FLA

83
84
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Table 27 - TEACHER MOBILITY

BEHAVIOR ITEM GRADE

LOW SES PUPILS HIGH SES PUPILS

READING

GAINS

complexity

low high

ARITHMETIC

GAINS

complexity

low high

AFFECTIVE

GAINS

school self

READING

GAINS

complexity

low high

ARITHMETIC

GAINS

complexity

low high

AFFECTIVE

GAINS

school self

SOURCE

SYMBOL

Adult movement ,

Teacher stays at desk (self report)

Teacher at desk - -working or
available

Teacher aloof, detached from
pupil activities

III

II-III

II

II

H

H1

H

H2

H H

H1

H3

L

H1

L

H2

H1

H3

SK 444a

BE Q3

BTES AP

WGC TP16

Positive pupil affect and free
teacher movement

I
I

V

,

L1 L1 S73a F5

8(



Table 28 - MISCELLANEOUS TEACHING TECHNIQUES

LOW SES PUPILS HIGH SES PUPILS
\

BEHAVIOR ITEM GRADE

MEM

READING 1

GAINS

complexity

low high

ARITHMETIC

GAINS

complexity

low high lschool

AFFECTIVE

GAINS

.

self

READING

GAINS

complexity

low high

ARITHMETIC

GAINS

complexity

low high

AFFECTIVE

GAINS

school self

SOURCE

SYMBOL

Giving and receiving information K-I

Giving and receiving information II

Naming (pictures, objects, etc.) II

Teacher uses non-verbal
communication skills II

Visual demonstration II

Games II

Teacher always gives instructions
for follow-up seatwork (self report) II-III

L1

H1

H1

L2

L1

H1

L

L1

H1

L2

1.1

Ll

L2

J

Y
___

H1

,

H1

,

H

L1

L2

S72 TCB

S73 TCB

S73 TCB

WGC FLA

BTES R20

BTES R19

BE 85

Clear explanations (teacher explanation
not followed by pupil question) III-VIII

L1

H1 H2 H3

L1

H1 H2 H3 WGC OScAR

WGC FLA

Teacher uses non-verbal
communication skills III-VIII

I

87 88



Table 29 - MISCELLANEOUS TEACHING TECHNIQUES 1

BEHAVIOR ITEM

11111h

.

GRADE

LOW SES
.

PUPILS HIGH SES PUPILS

READING

GAINS

complexity

lam high

ARITHMETIC.

GAINS

complexity

Igoe high

AFFECTIVE

GAINS

sthool self

READING

GAINS

complexity

low high

ARITHMETIC

GAINS

cowAlexity

few high

If

AFFECTIVE

GAINS

school self

SOURCE

SYMBOL

Variety of instructional contexts
(i.e., groupings)

Class grouped by skill needs

Class grouped by reading level

Teacher selects respondent before
asking question

,

Teacher calls on volunteer
,.,.

Teacher uses non-patterned turns

Structuring comments at beginning
and end of lesson

Structured learning with teacher

eiwm.

II

II

II

II-III

II-III

II-III

K-I

II

Ll

L

L

L2

H1

M

H

H

L3

L

H1

L

I

L4

L1

L

H

I

Ll

H

H

L2

H1

M

. L

L3

H

H1

L4

L1

M

w.
...,

.,

BTES WD4
--.

BTES WD

BTES WD

BE Al

BE A3

BE 27

Perham

S73CDR1

.

n0



Table 30 - METHODOLOGICAL APPROACH TO THE TEACHING OF READING

.f

,

BEHAVIOR ITEM

MOM

GRADE

LOW SES PUPILS HIGH SES PUPILS

SOURCE

SYMBOL

READING

GAINS

complexity

low high

ARITHMETIC

GAINS

complexity

low high

AFFECTIVE

GAINS

school Stlf

READIIG

GAINS

complexity

low high

ARITHMETIC

GAINS

complexity

low high

AFFECTIVE

GAINS

school self

Using basal readers (self report)
(basal reader methOd)

Behavior resembles that of teacher
using language experience approach
(language experience.method)

Behavior resembles that of teacher
using language experience approach
with audio-visual enrichment (language
experience method with audio-visual
enrichment)

Behavior resembles that of teacher
using skills-centered approach (language
experience method with audio-visual
enrichment)

Behavior implementing language
experience approach (phono-visual
method)

(Continued)

I

I

I

I

II

H

H

H

L

,

4

CRAFT
log

CRAFT

OSCAR

CRAFT
OSCAR

CRAFT
OSCAR

CRAFT
OSCAR

91 9-`2



Table 30- Continued

BEHAVIOR ITEM

.

MMEMOMPW"

GRADE

.

LOW SES PUPILS HIGH SES 'PUPILS ,

READING

GAINS

complexity

low high

ARITHMETIC

GAINS

complexity

low high

AFFECTIVE

GAINS

school self

c
READING

GAINS

comPlexity

low high

ARITHMETIC

GAINS

complexity

low high

.

AFFECTIVE

GAINS

school self

SOURCE

SYMBOL

/

Behavior resembles that of teacher
using language experience approach
(basal reader method)

.

.

Behavior resembles that of teacher using
language experience approach with audio-
visual enrichment (language experience
method with audio-visual enrichment)

Behavior resembles that of teacher
using skill-centered approach (basal
readermethod)

Minutes/day in phonics activities
(self report)

Usinj expeilence chart

II

II

II

II

II

L

1

H

I

.

I

\-ClUMI'-------
0ScAR

CRAFT
OSCAR

CitAFT

OSCAR

CRAFT
log

CRAFT
log .

.



Table 31 TIME SPENT ON MANAGEMENT

BEHAVIOR ITEM

IMINDIrik

GRADE

LOW SES PUPILS HIGH' SES PUPILS.,

AMAM

READING

GAINS

complexity

for high

ARITHMETIC

GAINS

cooplexitY

A
low high

(AFFECTIVE

GRINS

school self

REA0a, -

GAINS ,

complexity

loo high

ARITHMETIC

GAINS

complexity

Ism high

_AFFECTI'VE

GAINS

school self,

'SOURCE

SYMBOL

Managing behaviors

Controllikbehaior

Time-spent in transitions

Number of times when pupils
line up

I

I

II-III

II-III

L1

,

L2

'

,

M

L1

M

L

L2 WGC
OSCAR

CRAFT
OSCAR

BE8
(14)

BE Q87

Teacher provides feedback
to pupil on his/her behavior III -VIII

)

i

L1 L2 L3 L4
.

L1 L2 L3 L4 WGC FLA

9 6 .



/ Table 32 - MANAGEMENT SKILL I-III
-

sisir

BEHAVIOR' ITEM-. , --,--

, f '....:

GRADE

LOW :SES . PUPILS HIGH_ SES POILS

READING

_GAINS

complexity,

for too

ARITHMETIC

GAINS

complexity

ley kw,

AFFECTIVE

GAINS

school self

. ,
READING

GAINS

complexity

low high

ARITHMETIC

GAINS

cemplex4y

1101 MO

AFFECTIVE

GAINS

selloff self

SOURCE

SYMBOL

Control without; criticism
,:-

Teacher"maintains self-control

Teacher uses variety of control
techniques, non-verbal., ,

Proportion of management errors that
are overreactioni: .'y

..

. ,, ..:',1
Teachet,iuppoits appropriate; ,fgnorei
inappropriate, coping behavior' .

,,

Proportion. of management errors that
are errors. in timing

, .

,

.

',...

.

I

II

.

II-UI
,'

_ _ f.

II

II-III

1

D

H1

HI

H2

L1 L2

2 H3

L3

.

,

. HI

HI

L1

o

L2

H2

....

,.

,

.

H3

,

WGC OScAR

WGC FLA

4/GC _FLA

,

BE, R161

.

WGC CS1O

.

BE R160

4.

-

4,:..._._...

.

_ .
.

8



Table 33 - MANAGEMENT SKILL. III-VIII

.

'LOW SES- PUPILS HIGH SES PUPILS4 ;.

,

SOURCEREADING ARITHMETIC AFFECTIVE READING ARITHMETIC AFFECTIVE

BEHAVIOR ITEM GRADE GAINS .
v

GAINS GAINS GAINS GAINS GAINS , SYMBOL- .-,
complexity complexity complexity complexity

.

,1 ,, low 'high': 'isw) 'high school self low high low high school self 4

.

. -
4 ,.

Control without criticism 'III -VIII HIT, :1..:' 112. .:.::::,-' 1 H2 H3 '*WGC OScAR,,

Teacher maintains self-control III -VIII H1 H2 .' H3. H4 H5.
H2 H4 H

5
WGC FLA

. .

....

Teacher supports appropriate,
inappropriate, coping,behavior- III -VIII H1 (., Hl ' WGC CS10

_

Teacher uses variety of Control, _

techniques, verbal and non-verbal III -VIII L1 L2 'L3 L1 L2 L
1

WGC FLA

Supportive classroom management III -VIII L1 _L2 L2 L3 Ll L L3 WGC FLA

.

t

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

.

I '...'

,
.

.

-

.

r

100



'table 34- REBUKING BEHAVIOR

LOW, 4.,,c.4
;

-
, .... P'....,

:)...:
_SES PUPILS

. .

HIGH .SES .,PUPILS
,,,.. ,,

. ; .,..-

BEHAVIOR OEM ;,,..:GRADE.."
,. .-

HEADING

'GAINS

--

ARITHMETIC

GAINS

comolloltY
1

Igo ' kilik

. AFFECTIVE

GAINS

_______./
-

school self

READING'

r.-.GAINS

complexity

Tow Milk

ARITHMETIC

'GAINS

eistplexity

low Allill

-----.4
AFFECTIVE

GAINS

Wool self

.SOURCE

SYMBOL

.-,r, 7.---. . '
7.,... - ,

. ..s .
tr:

km . high

e,.______-.'-- .,

tititi ', .-; I
e,,.....,

'Teither,rebtikee', desisti with ..:'-'
inappropriate puptlAithavliir,.` ';', I

Negative motivation (laguage; si..-:,.-''. ,

experience method with aUcliooji-skar.1' .,

enriOmient) . -_, .,.- -:--:. ?';,.--,,...-......,,,;_,i-_,
.."-., , . ,.5:'."--,:..#-

\;. ),:- .. ;,-%-',.;;'
Negative mOtivatton (Pheno-Visual '--:
method)

. , .,:,.
.., It-

.
-.

Negative motivation lucent language
experience method with audio-visual \.

enriehieitti--------...,- II

, .:-,.....i.,.1.

r-'/ ,
.1.1

L

(r
.- -

L

t ,

L2

.

.

.

, _ J.1
;,.- ."

..4:-.,.
--e.1

,,

*

L2L

WGC OSCAR
.

WGC CS5 , ,'

7- .,
CRAFT '-'--

- .OSCAR_-

.

CRAFT
OSCAR

. _

.

CRAFT
OScAR

-4

. --.. .

Teacher .hostility Iii-VIII
0

Teacher rebukes, desittS with'
inappropriate, pupil -behavflor III -VIII

. .

Teacher criticisms, rebukes, desists III -VIII

-Dominative teaching style with control
through shame, ridicule, and threat IV,VI

.Teacher warns pupil \ IV

------- L1

. L1

t

H1 -H2_
_

L2 L3

L3,

L2 L3

-..
_--

_ .-

L1

L1

= L

L2 -13

13.

L2 L3 f-
/

.
L

WGC OSCAR

,

WGC CS5 ,
_

WGC OSCAR----,/

Sn..._F-

GG . _

a

102



Table 35 - DISRUPT! E4UPILIEHAVIOR\v

.
; r

.

,

BEHAVIOR ITEM

.
,

.

.. LOW SES ,PUPILS HIGH SES PUPILS
\.,e,

-,, ,,,4

GRADE

'CARING

GAINS

cespleitity

low kith

ARITHMETIC

GAINS

complexity

la 'high

AFFECTIVE
.

GAINS

,

school self

RENDING

. GAINS

complexity

for RIO

ARITHMETIC

GAINS

amenity

la high

AFFECTIVE
--_

CANS ---

school self

,S RCEr -,,,...6'
' ..

P ,-

'Teacher talks over pupil-noise

Hyperactive pupil behavior

. e

DisrUptive,pupil behavior .

Pupil negative affect

\
Negatkfe pupll'behavior'

Inappropriativpupil talk

-Reduced deviant behivior

Freq. discipline problems attiii
buted to-lack-of interest (self report)

I

I

I

I-II

II

It

II

II-III

H

H

L

L1 I

Ll

Ll

L1-

L

Ll H2

i

.
11

,"

t' c

'..-/

I
t,--

),',2!. .

-

142

,

Bemix\11 .

Bemis P2

Bemis P1

S73 FLAT

BTES AP

.

BTES AP V:

WGC FLA "Il''

BE 1/

Reduced deviant behavior

)Inapproprietejpupfl talk'

.

'

.

III -VIII

i V

H1 H2 4 H - 0 -14---

.

iogju

RTES_ A,P)'%
/ -.

.

103
ist



Table 36 - PUPIL INVOLVEMENT

.a i.kt. -v.:A

'BEHAVIOR ITEM

i

GRADE
\

-t

I

LOW SES PUPILS HIGH SES PUPILS .

READING

GAINS

eeeplisIty
lea AleA

ARIMPIETIC

1GAINSo

uselexIty
low Altok

-AFFECTIVE

GAINS ,

school self

- READING

GAINS

cowelexity

low MIA

MIMETIC

GAINS

egelextty
Ur Mee

AFFECTIVE

GAINS

school
'

self

. SOURCE

SYMBOL

l'

Pupil not responding to adult

Absence,of.Withdrawn behavior

Pupil calls out answer to
teacher question

I .

III

II

, II-III L

H H

L1 7-

H

,SK 544c.

'WGC FLA

BE A4

Pupil on task, actively involved

Pupils on task, involved-

Absence-of-withdrawn behavior

Pupil joins in class or group
activity

Pupil attentive to subject
of lesson

.

.

.

III,VIII

III=VIII.

III -VIII

. V

V

H1

H1

L1)

H2

)

H1

40! _

L2

H1

.H1

-H1

L1

.

H2

H1

LZ

a

,..1

,

a

WGC-FLA

WGC TP3,-.)
10

-,

WGC FLA

RTES AP'
_,-

RTES AP

.....

.

.

l n6



Table 37 - PUPILS SPEAK FREELY

.

LOW SES PUPILS tHI SES PUPILS.

,

: BEHAVIOR ITEM GRADE'

WADING

'GAINS

pelexity

ler high

ARITHMETIC,

GAINS

teroluity'

low high'

AFFECTIVE

GAINS

ichool self

READING

'GAINS

t000lexity

low high

ARITHMETIC

GAINS

isolexity

jai high

AFFECTIVE

GAINS

school self

SO9RCE

SY4BOL

Ll L2

L

L

_ _

:

H1

H

L

-

.

LI

H1

WGC FLA

WGC OSCAR

WGC TP7,
15

*SK 234

SK 476c

Pupili pe ipRr-to vik freely II

Pupilp, s a 4TrellP:41
,_.-----7

._
.-1 II_

, ..,

Teacher outages pupils
to speaker ty ...------- \ II

'., ________-----

_Uicial--tiite;action among pupils VIII__

Verbal interaction among pupili -III
t

Teacher listens while pupils interact III - VIII"

Teacher encouragei -pupils-

H1

.

L1

,
-

..,

r.
AO.

WGC OSCAR

\....,___,

WGC TP7 '
15

.

WGC
1

MAR

. _

..,.

H2 .L3

.

-to-speak -freely irr4iii ,

-
.

PUpils speak freely IX,XII

.

.

%--
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.Table 38-- POSITIVE AFFECt
vs

hr

LOW SES- i
.., . .

. ..
.

2 BEHAVIOR ITEM'

.
: . --

.

-

GRADE

PUPILS'

SOURCE

SYMBOL

WADING -

,GAIl

cooplexity.

low MO

, ARITHMETIC

GINS. :

".coNP1SNItY

lo; 440

AFFECTIVE

Gad

school self

,, READING

GAINS

.c000lexity

I'd Rio

ARITHMETIC

° GAI*Ni

cooOlexity

I... igh

AFFECTIVE

GAINS"

'1,6631 jiff

.

S73 FLA9

'573' COR2.

BE 0154
.

WGC oscAk

.'HGC FLACCS

WGC FACCS

.

.TeaCher 'positive Affect (enthusiastic,-
-friendly; etc.)-

.

',Pupils happy, positive attitude
and climate
..-- . : - - -

,,Percent of management requests,-

-,followed by thanks
,- ...

.0411 pride, cooperation vs. apathy,
'fear, ete..%,,. ........

i' y

Pupils enjoy class

Teacher develops ",we feeling

6 ..

i-.4.!'-

II

! -II-III
,

II -,
4 '

Ii
II

l.,

Hl ,.K2

..,,,

H1
1.12.141

.0

-

Hl . H2

-,

. ".-2,

'-

fl , '

.

.

.

,

1

Ll

,-L1-?;-,.,

,

a \l'
Li
--7.*.

'

Teacher develops "we feeling -

Pupili enjoy class .

'

.

.
.,

. _
.

. _
. .

.

.

Ili -VIII -

-*IX7X11-_

.

.

Hl

-` --;1'1

.

4
. t

a

w.

.

*S.

I`

,.,,

\.

- 1

'fZf

a;rill!,,

.

.

er -

- H2

H2

WGC FLACCS

WGC.FLACCS

.

., 't

.1)

A

ri



Table 39 - REINFORCEMENT

BEHAVIOR ITEM__-----, GRADE

LOW SES PUPILS HIGH 't's SES PUPILS

-

... . .

READING

GINS

cemplexitr

1" MO

ARITHMETIC

GAINS

complexity

low MO

AFFECTIVE

GAINS

"kW self

READING

GAINS

complexity

lcot ill*

'ARITHMETIC

GAINS

ammlexity,

lox high

AFFECTIVE

GAINS

school self

SOURCE
..

SYMBOL

'----

With token-- task - related, non-;
.,___

acadeidc- achiever

\
With token--all

-"Smiles", gold stars, etc.

(self report)

Special privileges (self report)

..

.

.

.

.

. .

.

,
.

,
.

,

ti

_4 ,--

-,

,

I

II -III

.

-

c L

L

.

.

..
.-----

...,

.

1
4

.

.

.

...

.

,...

_
z

.

,

.

.

.}-_

SK 401a.

SK 469a

Y --
BE Q46

BE Q47

.

112.:

4
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Table 40 - PRAISE

S

BEHAVIOR ITEM

r

GRADE

LOW SES PUPILS HIGH Pin t=,
sr ,

READING ARITHMETIC - AFFECTIVE READING

GAINS GAINS GAINS GAINS

ieeplexiti cemplexitY camPlexity

lew high low high school self low )dye,

ARITHMETIC

GAINS

complexity

low high

SOURCE,-
AFFECT

GA 66: 1 SYMBOL

school self -

All adult praise

Positive motivation twithAanguage
experience method)

Poiltive motivation (t -Wlanguage
experience method)

Positive motivatfortatrU.Ist
centered method)

Public praise as motivation for
-others (self'report)

Praise.in pupil-initiated work
contacts.

ROM Of prafsekte praise-plusL'
criticism (In reading groups)

Retie Of praise to praise4lus-
:criticism (general)

Priise after-pupil response IV

sH SK 398a 1.

r

CRAFT
OSCAR

CiAFT
OSCAR

CRAFT'
OSCAR

BEQ39

BE P133

BE Q155

Q155

,xt
rr.

114,

/
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Table 41,- DEPENDENT PUPIL BEHAVIOR

HIGH* Sit , PUPILS-- .

...

.'1. BEHAVIOR ITEM GRADE

_

LOW SES ',PUPILS

REARING

GAINS

triplex

high

,:.ARITIOIETI

ceepleitity

fat high

ECTIVE

school

1

liS

self

-REARING

INS

complexity
1

low high

ARITHMETIC

. Win
coieolexity

lef High

.
AFFECTIVE

, CoUn.
school self

SOURCE

SYMBOL

, .
_,.....:101.1 asks for help, teacher gives it

\

,
o-I

f I

II

L

-

Hl'

.

Ll

L2

7

1:- 1-.'
-1--
.-

-cL.=.

,

L2

Bemis'6:
,

WGC CS6

WGC CS6-

.

.

.

.

Pupils-seek and\get support from
. . teacher ,...

..,--

,,...e

PupilS seek and get support from
teacher

Pupils ieek and get support from
teacher ,.., .

---,,,,,,,

, .

,,--:,---s--- r >

.

A

- _-_ . '0.

III -VIII

l' .

A.

%,.,
%,
4.14%,

HI

....,...,-...

..7-

0

,

-'s

-........

-
--

V

'''..---------.

A-7'S.1.,,,

C

.

.

]

1

H

,

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

-WGC CS6

.

.> '

.

..

ti

-----.....L.... 9,

. '
1

-

0
A

116
4-



imr,,
LOW SES PUPILS HIGH SEB-- .PUPIL'S \ A- .:..\,(, i, \.47 ,o,,z, . '-\..,,,Z

".., \7, -v.."AOIJRZ
READING ARITHMETIC AFFECTIVE. ,RIAIIING - - ARITHMETIC 771,AFFECTIVE \ 4, T-7---------:

_...-...:. i !-----BEHAVIOR ITEM . GRADE GAINS CAIN CAMS CAMS- 4/1106'4. GAM SYMBOlf
ampleXiti eilliatity cmigo. lintlty eamolexIty .. -,1 i'4t/..----

-,--:._- '.,lee Silk lee MO' mewl self loot . RIO law A* silast self ,

Non-academiC direct questions, f L. ''''

requests, commands to individual -- - ..6:7'7----". ';--pupils III ----
SK 35ia I,

1 /, ..,Teacher non-substantive talk, .,

pUpils interested II. L1 L2 WGC CS4- ." /.
Pupil responses, ,non-academic ,

/
III L L SK 359a /._ ....-"

., /-
.

). .
/

-,
....

4':.- ,:".
. ..

.. . .... <-
I ''';- r.

..-
..'

,

.

-

1

A .. 4 b.....,
1/ .

.

..



Table 43 - PERMISSIVE TEACHER BEHAVIOR

..

BEHAVIOR ITEM

. .

LOW. SE- ,PUPILS HIGH
'.

SES PUPILS
V2:-

SOURCE

SYMBOLGRADE

, PLACING

GAINS

coolatts

hill MO,

w

MITIOVIC

GUNSGUNS

gempluitY

Ow b

.

'main
WO

Wool KU

HEADING

GAINS

tooliitity

ow boo

AITIKfte
GAINS'

a4teatti

oWN m

-. AFFECTIVE

UM

wowm mai
---.

Awpilchoice of activities vs. .

-teacher-structured.activities _ ,

Pet wisitye teacher behavior

PropOrtion of pupil requests
not granted-

Pupils speak aloud without
asking permission tt

,,_

Ptoportion of pupil-initiated work-
contacts delayed

.I -II_

II

..

II-III

II

i.

II-III

L1

t

L2

H

L2

___

.

,..

Ll

H

M

.

,-

S73 TPS

WGC
OSCAR

BE P142

WGC FLA

BE P136

M

L2

Permissive teacher behavior

Teacher control, structure vs.
permissiveness, spontaneity

.

.

- III -VIII

. IV

a

.

.

.

;-

L1 .

L
. ..

1

,
..

,

WGC
0ScAR

Sok

119 10



FUTURE DIRECTIONS FOR PROCESS-PRODUCT RESEARCH

The results reported in this study are both encouraging and dittouraging.
It-is-encouraging to find that the use of the process-product model has yielded
sonny consistent indicators of how effective teachers behave; clearly this
kind of-research can increase, and has increased, the knowledge base for
teacher educe on. But it is discouraging to note how small the contribution,

s ow the increase has been. Are there any steps that can be. taken to
increase the productivity of research based on this model without abandoningit?"o

. f %Under the assumption that the goal of research in'teacher effectiveness
is to strengthen the knowledge base for teacher-educationy-A-here-4m-at----1cast
two. steps that should be taken. One involves a change'in prioretiet) =in the
iity-in ohith-peodtts variables are chosen for study; the other involiies a

. Change in strategy--a modification in the model itself. And the implementation
of thete two steps implies closer collaboration between.the te4her.educator
and_the researcher than we have seen'in the past. The-knowledge and resources

,, that each possesses must be brought together in a unified effort.

\.New Priorities for Research in Teacher Effectiveness. ,,r':.

One -consequene of the lack of such-collabofttionin the past 4n.14-
seen.by comparing a list of the teacher be avior.(procest) variables studied
by the rase -chars wi e list of c tencies that define.the objectiyes
of a competency teach on program.. Brand large, the researchers
do, not seem e studying the teacher behaviors that.the educators regard as
impor There is overlap, but the lists are far-fr9m congruent.

,

This has two implications, both of them bad. First, we lose the important
,.

contribution the teacher educatoricoild make to, selecting for study those
teacher,behaviors,likely to characteriie effective teachers._ And second, the
results the researcher gets would have much more direct implications for
teacher education if they involved the competencies teacher education programs ,,

1 k to develbp directly., Their relevance would be obvious; and negitiVe
\ ft (which, alas, are far more common than positive ones) would be aliost .

-_, as useful as positive findings.

Some.d;iVrom one study reViewed'in this Piper (WGC) were recently
scored to yiel Ameasures of a typical set of competencies, and correlations.

, .

between the competenties and a number of measures of pupil learning were
estimated -(Lorentz,' 1977). More than 70% of the significant correlations, ound
were negative,_ indicating that the more "competent" a teachee was, the less hit%
or her-pupils-learned from that teacher., .

\

A , ., ..-; 4,-
. z

: tv
.

Ffndings from this study have not yet been verified; if they should be,
We would:be forced to conclude that as teacher, educators we are lot merely
ignorant* but misinformed about whit makes an effective teacher. Perhaps the
most disturbing aspect of the present state of .affairs is that at. present vie ,

do not know which we are.
,

If there is any danger that similar results Wbuld be obtained in other
sites, then the need for more of this kind of research is indeed urgent4. The.

-
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,implication that most of what we train teachers to do may tend tolearoase
their iffeCtlienessis certainly alarming. But even if these findihgs are
disregarded, the fact.that we do not really know whether what we teach pre -
service teachers makes them more effective is intolerable.

The way out of this situation is for future process-pr 4hict research
to use as process variables the same competencies that the teacher educatipn
programi-are trying to help teachers acquire; Researchers and.teacher educators

ld get together to investigate the validity of the latter's program goals.
V44

Yk.

If the information thus developed were used as the basis for Oiograg
revision, and if the researcher continued to-study the-fivised objectives in
the same way, the result would amount to a large - scale, continuous experiment
in teacher educatioWil h an experimentor betteryet, a nmparTeirthaii
linked to several cher ucation programs- -would have at least two. Important
effects. FirStsi -Id directly improve the effectiveness of -the- program
studied. And second, it wouleadd as much to our understanding of the dynamics
of effective teaching-or more--than any amount of the one - shot,,, process- product
-reiearch--thiit4s the present norm. This shift in priorities would make it
Possible for the research to be based on routine assessments of teacher conk'
petence at various lever of developmenttIassessments that or, ought to
be, aniptegral part of.any CBTE program.

.

Levels of Asieiikent in Teacher Education

Figure 1 shcws four points or levels at each of which teacher 'effectiveness"
has been'or may be assessed. The horizontal arrows Joining the boxes represent.
lines of influence Thus, the training mooperionoos provided in a teacher
education program are intended to change the performanae,00mpitonoies oft
teacherin ways that will result in changes in the isaiming szperkenoes pupils
have, which will in turn change th, pupil outcomes (hopefully, for thi better).

There" are, of course, many Other important factors which 'affect pupil
'outcomes (such as pupil and community characteristics) pat are not under the
teacher's influence or control. Because' the present focus is on the effect
of teacher education on teacher competence, and for the,sake of simplicity,
:these factors areinot shown in the diagram.

In most states, teacher effectiveness is assessed for certification
purposes,at the level-of trainincsxporivtoss. In order to be'Certified, a
teacher must have completed an 'approved program." The basic innovation
proposed in competency-based teacher education is to bate this decision on
assessment at the next level--to certify teachers on the basis of demonstrated
eqbrinands oxpetenoisa. However, the essential idea behind the pressure, or
teacher accountability" is-that teachersiould be assessed at the level of- .

ppit,outoomes. -The trouble with this idea is that it is based on a fallacious
'assumption. It assumes that the lines of influence shown in Figure 1 can-be
read backward as lines of responsibility: It the many other factors that
:Influence pupil outcomes were shown in thkdiagramv-the fallacy would be
obvious. .,

. :VN
,

Oddly enough, nobody seems:to have advocated the assess ent of teacher
.

coOpetency on the basis of tearninroxperifineso the teacher p ides,for
pupils. The use that the teacher makes of pupils' time seems amore defensible



Program Validationsloop.

Training.

Experiences
Performance
Competencies

NOW
learning
Experiences

'.Pupil
-Outcomes

it%4.4

; 44%mmingo..01.0.00.

"'Program Evaluation Loop' ..

FIGURES l. LEVELS OF.ASSESSMENT OF TEACHER, COMPETENCE,: 2'
IN -TWO EDUCATION . ,

e

INS:110re is adapted frOm p.'12 in Donald:M. Medley,,lobart.S. Soar, andAuth Soar,
Asseisment and.RetearchrinJeacher Education: Focus on PBTE,-for the AACTE Committee
on er ormance- as eac er- Ducat on. as ngtons Mcan Association of

.4

Collegesjor Teacher Education, June.1975):



ocis Of aocountabiliti than the outcomes' obtained--if for no other._ reason than
.that the, teacher-has much more control over it.

'program evaluation (see Figure 1), teacher educatOrs examine the rela=
tioltships between the training eaparim, sues teachers have and the pformance
GorOgtaiaiss

between
in"the classroom., he extent that the.training

,401,Perle!1"cet produce the competencies defined is objectivetof the training
''prOgramt: the. program,, is evaluated as effective. -

Ah'Ordero-evaluate, or validate, program.objectivesi teacher educators',
. _

examine theretatiOnshiOs between' the pSrl'ormanoi oompotanaCmaa teacher'
exhibits'ardthe *An) mpg outomies in-his or herglass. 'If those teachers
:diSplayinua particular- competency produce greater pupil gainsAhah those not
-displaying it, that-competency is regarded as a valid objective. It should be
:noted thit,if our suggestion about research priorities were implemented, program'

validation and conventional proCessLproduct'research'WOuld become two names for
the:Same activity.

14'

Future Strategy for Process-Product Research

-FigOr alsos-reminds us that it is the
ilas*which- termine pupil outcomes. Thus, to
An the imne'clastroomr have different learning

differ from pupil to' pupil.

A

learning experiences each-pupil
the extenkthat different pupils,,
experiences, the learning outcomes

It seems important, then, to study the ,relationships between the learning
.exPerienees a pupil has (pupil behavior while under the of a teacher) and
pupil outcomes (what the pupil' learns). These relationships have, of course,
been the object of considerable-study in the past, called-research tin classroom
learning.

It'sgems equally important to study the relationships between teachers'
performancecompetencio (teachers' behavior while teaching) and their pupils;,
learning,experiencis (pupils' behavior while under the teachers' care). Such
research could weiLbe called research in-teacher competence.

,
It is perhaps time to consider whether the process-product model as we

know it may not have outlived its usefulness, if for no other reason than that
it ignores two critical variables almost completely: the intent of the teacher,
and thi,behavior,,of the, individual pupil..

As the model is implehekted, the process variablethe classroom behavior v:p

meashrementis obtained without regard to the purpose or- intent of the teacher.
The,amount of praise used by a, teacher (for instance) is typically assessed by

'-:observing the teacher on a number of occasions chosen to approximate a random
sample of the teacher's' behaVior during- the year. No_attempt is, made to
ascertain''Oeli or for what purposes a' teacher usescpraiscor avoidt it.

t. r-

It;seems obvious to anyone who has taught,,,mstudied the,behavior of
teachers,'that when or for what purposes teachers' use praise is- at least as

'important as how such, in distinguishing effective' from ineffective teachers;
just as when and' for what purposes physicians administer cortisone is at least
as important totheir success as how often they administer' it..

i9 125
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In the conventional application of_the_proCesS-product model., it is also
e,precticeto relate teacher behavior to the'mean gain, of the pupili in a

-class.--, It, seems obvious that, even when alloWances are Made for preexisting
-Pupil diffeAnces, different pupils in the same classroom learn different
amounts. Use the clatS-mewas-a-productHmeasure-ignores-these-diffefe=h.Ces.

It Is one of the truTiMioridUtationcthat learning results from the
activity of the learner - -a truism that receives-considerable lip service but
is.uSually disregarded in practice: The process-product model in effect

-;;Assumns-that,learning results from the activity of the teacher. Granted that
..the,verrpreartse of teacher education is that teacher behavior, ffects learning.
But.tbis:effect is indirect. Teacher behavior can affect learning only through

,, its effects. on,learner behavior: The teacher teachei, but the-pupil learns.

--...:711mnehow, in future research in teacher effectiveness, we mutt -find and
use a model in Which the teacher's intent or purpose and the behavior of the
ndividual'Oupil both play a part.

,
_

,-,

4 -Perhaps .the an$Wer will involve the description or assessment 0# teacher

purpOse:imeaning the,learning experiences teachers intend-their pupils to haVe;
and instead, of correlating ,teacher behaviOrs.with outcomes, we will correlate
teidher-behaviors with pupil behaviors. Thecompetent teacher would be the
teacher who can behave in such a way that pupils have the learning experiences 4..11
the teacher intends thin to have--prescribes for them, if you will. --

\

There is a secohecomponent in teacher competence, of course: the pre- .

scribed learning experiences must be those that maxitize,pupil learning outcomes:
the' competent teacher-must, then, be able to diagnose, pupil needs --to, recognize
what each pupil needs to do in order to learn;

1

..._
_

,

. TeaCher competence thus involves A knowledge componentknowledge of
relationships between pupil behaviors andlearning outcomes;, and a performance
.component= -the ability to act, to behave, in wayshat will help pupils exhibit

these behaviors,, haVe these learning experiences.
,.

Research in teacher effectiveness might split, then, into two phases: the

study of teacher behavior in relatiarto pupil behavior, and the study of pupil
.-behavior in relation to pupil learning Outcomes.

It would seem much more productiye if the Principal focus of future
research were on correlations between teacher behaviors and 001 behaviors,
that_is, between Competencies and learning experiences, rather, than on corre-
lations between teacher' behaviors and outcomes. The former correlations should
,be' much easier to detect.

, .. , - -

At the same'time, the secondary focui should be on correlations between
pupil behaviors and pupil outcomes. Oui understanding of the dynathics of
effective teaching should increase much more rapidly if this strategy were

to be adopted. And there is no reason why data collected for these purposes
cannot also be analyzed to yield process-product correlations-the correlations.

: behimen teacher competencies and pupil learning outcomes that are, and must
remin;the primary basis for program,validation: ,

.

In-this way,'the close collaboration between the researcher and the
teacher educator We have advocated above can produce maximum improvement in
the effectiveness of teacher education programs while (instead of after)
4evelOping the solid research base-that seems so far out of reach today.

,..

,
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-
APPENDIX A

DETAILS-ON STUDIES USED

SYMBOL STUDY

t.

BE . and Evertson, Carolyn M. Process-Product
Correlations in the Terme Teacher_ AffSotiospossi Stmly:
FinaZ Repo *= Austin:, =Univertity of 'Texas at Austin,

. June 1974:-

ACCESS MEASURES

-et

Brophy-Good Dyadiy..Observation System

-TCC41E MEASURES

,..

-.Reading High Mitropoliiin Achieveimed Test
Word KnOwledge .7
-Reading

fi.ow Metropolitan Achievement -Test

Word_ Discrimination r- :

Spelling '
Arithmetic -High 'Metropolitan 'Achievement Test

Arithmetic Re,asOning -

Low Metropolitan-Achievement Test
Arithmetic computation

T-1 Grade Level II-III
28 classrooms of High and Low SES



STUDY

Bemis . Bemis, Katherine A. and Luft, Sax.-- "Relationships. Between
Tiiither'Behavior, Pupil Behaviotand PupiT Achieyement."
Anita Sinn and E. G. Boyer, eds.. Mirrors for Behavior: An
Anthology of Observation -Instruments Continued. 1970 Supiire-
*Sent, -01: ;Phi 1 a de1 ph 1 Research- for -Better Schools,
1970.

:-PROCESS MEASURES ,

Southwestern Cooperative Educational Laboratory
InteractioneObservation Schedule-(SCIOSY.

OUTCOME MEASURES

Reading Low Lee-ClarkReading Readiness Test

Letter Symbols
Word Symbols
Total

4.,

SAMPLE4t

C

rJ

Grade Level' I
,

15 classrooms of Low SES

_

G

74

130

S

t



STUDY
\ - ,

i

'McDonald, Frederick4. and Elias "Patricia. ills Iffisois ie
rah/Ming Psrprmance 00 Fuel Ze;,rnily. Beginning Teacher
Evoluation Study:. Phase II,-1973-74.' Final Report; Vol.
.I: Princeton, N.J.:- Educatiobal UstingiService, 1976.

ROCESS MEASURES

Anetdotal Process for Promoting thelearning Experience (APPLE)
Reading and Mathematics Observation` System (RAMOS)
Work Diary (WD)

OUTCOME 'MEASURES

Reading High California Achievement' Test*,
Readingtomprehension, Level 2, -

Reading Application F=

. imading-Achie4ement
Low Decoding*, ! -

Pictures--Soundtorrespondence
.Rhymes

Word Recognition'
, Sight--WOrdt

Root4kords-
Words frol Root Words
Word SoUnds

Artthmetic High California,Achievement,Test,
Mathematits Concepts, Level 2,
Form A

SAMPLE

4

,

Mathemaiics-Applicatiok 4.

Lori California Achievement Test;,.
-Mithemitits CoOutation, Level 2,
Form A

Attitude School - Attitude Toward Mathematics

Grade Level_II
41 classrooms of High and Low SES,;

.

*Specially develoPed for the study by ETS.

z5131
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otirciii ivisoms,
.

Reading High California Achievement Test, Reading--
Compr
Reading on
Aeading Achievement

. Decoding*-' -

f
Word Sounds 1
First Syllable ,

Last Syllable
._ Root Words

Words from Rootifords
- t ,., Word- Sounds ./ \

Arithmetic High Cal ii)orni a Achievement Test,

Nat 'Melaka Computation, Level .3, \.

,

FOnm 3
S 11- Mathematics,

-:

Application.

.,.

Low California Achievement Test,
Mitlinatics Concepts,=Level 3,

0, Form '6
; Attitude School Attitude Toward Reading

.1. Attitude Toward Mathematics-

oS

Grade Level V
.54 classrooms of High and Low SES

\

*Specially developed for the study by,ETS.

'76182
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-STUDY

Harris, Albert J. and Serwer, Blanche L. C son of Reading
Approaches in Piret-Groli T.aohing pith ed Chi.klren.
Mho MOT Project). (Ooperative Research Project No 2677).
flew -York: Division- of Teacher Education, The City University

,,p of New York;''' 1966:
. ,

PROCESS"NEASURE
:0

The Daily Log' Fork (Log)
. Obtervational Scale and Rating-Reading (OSCAR R)

4 COME MEASURES
,

Reading High Stanford Primary 1 Battery Form X
Word Knowledge

r s Paragraph Waning-.
Vocabulary -

Word Study Skills

SAMPLE

a

Grade Level I
48 classrooms of LoW SES

rz.

n.

SYMBOL STUDY
, .

. ,

CRAFT Harris, Albert J.; Morrison,iColeman; Server, Blanche and Gold,
Lawrence. A Continuation of the CRAFT Proje4Cpwparing
Approaches with Disadvantaged Negro Children in Prima* Grabs.
New York: Division of Teacher Education, The-City University

, of New York, January 1968. -

PROCESS MEASURES

The Daily Log Form (Log)
Observational Schedule and Rating-Reading (OSCAR R),

OUTC9ME MEASURES

SAMPLE

Reading High Metropolitan Advanced Primary,
Form C,

Word Knowledge-
Reading .

Low Metropolitan Primary II, Battery 1
Word Discrimination
Spelling

M.

-Grade-Level II"
,38)classroOmlof Low 'SES



STUDY

Good, Thomas L. and Grows Douglas A. Proom-Produot Rela-
tionship in Fourth. Grads Nathmatios Classrooms. Columbia:
,University of Missourr,-October 1975. (Final Report to the
National Institute or'Education).-

r

.PROCESS MEASURES, ...\

. .

,t41. Brophy -.Good Dyadiciniteraction System
..--

.. OUTCOME MEASURES ,..,

. ,

.Arithmetic High loWe Tests of Basic Skilli

I
MatheMatics Concepts .

.Mathematics, Problem-Solving
Both Iowa Testa. of Basic-Skills

- -Total Mathematics'

SAMPLE '-'

SYMBOL

Grade Level IV

41 classrooms of High,SES

STUDY'

ti

a

PerhaP Perham, Bernadette H. "A-Study of Multiple Relationships Among
-Teacher Characteroistics, Teaching Behaviors and Criterion-
Referenced Student Performance in Mathematics." Unpublished
doctoral dissertation, Northwestern University, 1973.

PROCESS MEASURES,

Sign System Observation Schedule

OUTCOME MEASURES 1 1

141thmetic L

SAMPLE

11

Giade Level K-I'
11 clissrooms.of High,and,Low

DMP Topic Inventories,.Level 1,
Forms .1 and 2* ';

o

*Spectilly, developed for 'the study.,

0

78

-134



I \
STUDY'

.

, -,;.

Soir, Robert S. ,An IntegratiieAnproach to,Clissroom Learning.
Philadelphia, Pa:`; -Temple University, 1956: ii

...
,

-i

sz

;.
4,4)

PROCESS MEASURES

South Carolina' Observation Rating, (SCOR)
Flanders`- TA (Interaction Analysis) .

OUTCOME MEASURES

Reading High Iowa Test of Batic Skills
'Vocabulary ,

. Reading
Arit tic High Iowa Test_d_Batic-Skill-

Arithmetic Problems
Both Iowa Test of,Basic.Skills

Arithmetic Total-

Low
Iowa Tett of Basic:Skill's
ArithmetiC Concepts

Attitude School My Class-Inventory: ,

SAMPLE

Grade Level III-yi
57 classrooms of High SES



J

S72.

STUDY
1

Soars[Robert S. and Soar, Ruth N. "An EmpiricitAnalysis of,
Selected Fellow Through Programs: An Example of a-Process

Approach to Evaluation.* I,n'Ira J. Gordon, -ed. [Early Childr4,

hood Education. Part II. ,The Seventy-First Yearbook orthe-
National -eociety for the Study of Education. ChIcigo: MSSE,19' 72. . .,r,

i f z--

, -.. --PROCESS MEASURF.S

kporida Affective Categories System (LAC`)'.
Teacher Practices Observation Record (TPOR)
Florida Taxoncew of Cognitive Behavior (TO).

j-\"-P Reciprocal .Category System (RCS)

OUTCOME MEASURES

Reading*

C

Q

SAMPLE

-) Arithmetic*:

O

-:Metropolitan Readiness Test

,Word_Meaning
-Matching
Lis

y ng
Metropolitan Readiness Test

Alphabet 4

Early :Childhood Inventory (Deutsch)

Alphabet .

Melrionc:lristan Readiness Test *-
.

Early, Chi ldhoocV Inventory (Deutsch,;
rely _

\

Childhood Inventory ;.1,..4.-t/.11)

Shape Mies

//.
Gridelevel K-I..
70 classrooms of tow'SES.,

1

*High and low complexity outceMes were measured on factor scores across all

tests of both' subjects. I

.2

.;



1,

rr

41111) . e ,r .
. a i 0

Soar. Robert S. Fol throak;h Ciaocroom. ,Proosols,Noasuromont
..,

and ;
aW

wit Growth (2,970-U7i). Final Report.; Opinesyille: .,

College of EdpcationeUniversity of Florida; 1973.

MEAVRES .

Florida Climate and.Controil:Sistem .(FLAiCS1 f.-
Teacher Practi ;est-Observation% RecorOTPOR)

: ReCiprocal Category System (RCS)
Florida Taxonogy of Cognitive BehaVior:(TCS)

.6:10ba1 Ratings and :Classrool Description, Factors (CDR)

COME MEASURES

"-
Reading*2-:F-7- Lee-Clark ,Reading ieadiness,Te;t

Matching. Letters 'end Words
7t-r` .Widejtangla Achievement Test

,. li froatOcctation;

Metropolitan;ReaditieSs
s'

CORYth9
Experilaental' Sponsor Items**

Order of Alphabet
Wide Range Achievement 'Test

:Naming Lette'rs
Recbgnizing

Metropolitan ReedipesCrest
Alphabet ,..4;

a larlY Childhood` Inventory/ .'41
. Alphabet

Arithmetic* Wide, Range Achievement Test
-..

Sol ving, Probl ems '
Written Computation

Metropolitan Readiness Test
Numbers.

-Wide Range Achievement Test

Experimental.
..tounting .15 Dots _

Sponsor Items**
1.1

totinf Numbers...
:Write Numbers,'

Attitude., - School Days Absent ;

O

U. 7.0

wing

Grade *Level
130 classrooms of Low SES-

,*111ch and low*mplexit,y outcomes were measured on factor scores across all
tests- of both .subjects.

developfd, for the stutf:

81.1.37.



O.

$73 7-:

OUTCOME = MEASURES :

.Reading*' Metropolitan Reildine!s? Test

Word Meaning
Matching

Experimental Sponsor Itens**
...Opposites

Verbal Opposite's,

Similarities
Absurdities
Word and -Phrase Readii,ig

Reading sSoundsf

_Story Reading -

Coaiprehension
ttanford Achivicinent Test-
4:Word Reading 1-10

Word Reading 10;20
Wide Range. "Achievement-

Spelling 4

Weird Reading: Aloud

Wide'Rangi Achievement' Test
13'Letteri k

Experimental, SPOnsor,Items**
Dayi of Week

Arithmetic* Metropolitan Achievement Teit
Arithmetic'',CoMputation

Experimmtal- Sponsor ,Items**i,
C. ° 1. Reading Numerals

Wide Range Achievement Test (I

SAMPLE

-Which Is More
. Written, ComputatiOnT-

A
MetUmbersropolitan Readiness Test

Attitude School Days Absent

4%

Gra e Level, II

A 20 classrooms of Low SEE"

A

A

c. ri

*High and low complexity outcomes were measured on factor scores acro s all
tests of both subjects.

**Specially developed for the study. ,...;



STUDY

S73a Soar, Robert S. and Soar, Ruth IL Masaraarlt. Behav&I, a
s Cliaraotekatios and Pupit Growth' for the Sahroai Isar :it'd the

"'''''' - 841141100r. Gaineiville: College of Education, 'University oft,,,,,4 Florida, December 1973.

ESS-MEASURES

, -
Florida Climate and. Control System ,(FLACCS)

Teacher -Practice,Observation Record (TPOR)
Reciproial.Category Systeit (RCS)
Florida Taxonomy. of Cognitive- Behavior (Cog. Tax.)
Global 'Ratings (GR)

4

OUTCOME,KASURES

Reading High Iowa Tests of Basic,fcills
Reading- .

Vocabulary-
Iowa Tests .of Basic Skills
Spelling

Iowa 'Tests of Basic skills
Arithmetic concepts

Dos Absent
'm,/ I See Myself.

Low

Arithmetic' Both

Attitude School-

.,Self- Concept Self

Grade Levil V
81 Classrooms of High and Low SES

r

,L

- ,

13 9
83,

-1



Y.

-SYMBOL 'STUDY
.-, i;

J i

.SK Stallings, Jane and Kaskowitz, D. Palma-Through Claesivan .,',',i

Observation Evaluation 19724973. A Study 0..Deplementa .

Menlo Park, ,Calif.: Stanford _Research Institute,. 1974.1 .y_.

..

.
, i .

.

,

---z.

PROCESS MEASURES

Classroom Information Instrument (COI)

ow-Classroom Summary Information (CSI)
--Phystcal'Environment Information (PEI)

-- Classroom Obiervation Procedure (COP)

--Classroom Checklist (CCL)

- -Five-Minute Observation Preamble (PRE)
--Five-Minute.Observation (FMO)

'OUTCOME MEASURES

SAMPLE

2.

Reading Both Metropolitan Achievement Testi----

Form Primary I
TotalReading

Low -Metropolitin Achievement Test,
Form F, primary I :

Word Analysis

Arithmetic Both Metropolitan.Achievemeni Test,.
Primary. I

Mathematict,

Grade LeVel I /

108 classrooms of LoveSES

9.

c



:08TCOMEMEASORtS 4)

. Reading Both ,Metropolitan Achievement "Test,

Form F, Elemental*,
Iota 1:Reading

Low Metropolitan:*hi evanent, Test,
' Form F,. Elementary, r."

1",inguage

Arithmetic 'Both Metropol tan Achievement Jest,
`Fora r, Elementary,

Total Mathelatics
High MetropOlitik:Achievenent Tett;

Fenn
MathematicvConcepis .-

Mathematics.-Problem-Solving
law MetroPolitan,AchieveMent Test,.

Fors,F,:Elernentirk
Mathematics Computation

Attitude SChool Days Absent ;

Self-Concept Self Intellectual Achievement
Responsibility Scale.

Grade Level III
58 classrooms of Low SES

p

-



, -STUDY

'SoK SoloMon, Daniej and Kendall, Arthir 4. Individual Character -,%,
Utica and Childresfe Peirforsianos in Varied Educational
Settings. Rockyllle, Md.: Psychological Servi lion,
Montgomery County Public Schools, May 1978;

PROCESS MEASURES

'Classroom Observation Form
Classroom Atiosphere-

Reading High '''California, Achievement Test,

'a

r
Reading .

Vocabulary'
,Comprihension
'CAT..Languitge

.Usage ant-Sthicture
Low ,California -Achievement Test,

Reading -
s-Capitalizati00.

Spell ing

Arithmetic High CaliforniarAchiev..ment--Tett,

Concepts

Low California, AChieitiment- Test;
Mathematics

Computation -

Attitude- School Self...and-Class EvalUation*

Self-Concept Self Self...Esteem (adapted from
.---Davidson' and Greenberg),

OUTCOME MEASURES

E

Grade Level TY
50 classrooms of High*SES

*Specially developed for the study.

r.

86



,

STUDY' '''\

Spaulding, Robert L. Achievement., Creativity, GM Self- Concept
Correlates ofTeaCher, il2144nSaotiops in Elementary School
Classrooms. Hempstead, .1,:: HofstrAUniversity, 1965.

, .,,

ESSMEASURES ,

,

',4

Transaction Sample :' Classroom (TSC)

MEASURES

LE

c

Reading aigh Cooperative Sequential Tests

of Educational-Progress (STEP)'-
Reading.

Arithmetic High 'Cooperative Sequential Teits
'of Educational ProgressISTEM_

Matheiatics-'
`Self7Concept Self Self - Concept. nventory

Grade Level IV, VI ,

21 classivoms of High

0

A

A

A



Carroll
Canty/West
Georgia

College)

5r

STUDY-

Coker Homer; Lorentz, Jeffrei L. and Coker, Joan G. Interim.
Report on Carron County Clifee Project*, Pali, 1078. This report
covers procedures for major analysis of first year (1974-75)
data, reliabilities and correlations. Reported to Georgia ,State
Departinent of Education, 1976.

PROCESS "MEASURES

'Coping_Anilysis Schedule for Educational Settings -(CASES)

Spaulding Teacher Activity Rating 'Schedule (STARS)
Florida Classroom Climate and Control System (FLACCS)
Observation Schedule and Record Form 5-Verbal (0ScAR)
Teacher. Practices Observation Re'cord (TPOR)

COME MEASURES

Reading Both Comprehensive test of Basfc
Ski11s,;Level :B;:Form S'
Total leading' -.------

Arithmetic Both Comprehensive Test. of Basic
Skills, Level B, ForM.1

Total Mathes .tics
Self-Concept Self I Feel Me'Feel

Grade _Level I ",

Total of 60 classrooms of High and Low SES used
in the study

r

5,

*44

4.



Beading
v

High Iowa -Test 'of Basic Skills;
. :Prillaryllettery, Level

Form 6 (II1S-Pj
,Vocabulir
Beadint:ComprehenSion

Low ,lowa Testa of *tit .Skil I s,
Primary .Batter 7;
Form

1411011414.1 .Srielsing
Arithmetic High Iowa

Primary:Bat ,:Level
Foie 6- tpssep

ConcePts
Low .IOWil-Tesits,-.ofilasit

:Primal* Hattery,Ievel:7,
,Form.6 (ITBrop)

rt Mathematics. Co4utation
Self-Concept Self I.. Feel ;ma -Feet

'

I

Grade Level II
Total of 60 classrooms orHigh and Low S'ES used

in the study



NTWIE '04SURaS** g

Reading High, Io4a.,Test.1 of Basic Skills,

Farms 6.arid 6, Levels Edition (ITBS)
Vocabulary
Coinprehension

BOth -:Iowa-Tetts of !Basle Skills,_

Forms 5' and 6, ,Levels Edition (ITBS)
Total LangUage

ArithMetic High. - Iowa Tests of,,Basic Skills,

Forms 5 and.6, 'Levels Edition (ITBS)
Mathematics Concepts",

-Both , .,Iowa Tests.-of basic Skills,
T forms laticil; Le*if1-f411tiOe-(118S) _

TOtal Mathematics
Iowa Tests of-Basic Skillsi,

ItE
a'',

Forms 5 and 6;,:.taiiiels Edition -(ITBS)

Mathematics Computation's-

Grade Levet
Total of 60 classrooms of Hiih-ted Low-SES sed

in the Study .
Q4TCOME MEASURES

Selfr.Concept Self I Feel He Feel (iniF)

Grade Level III

`"OUTCONCHEASURES

Self-Concept Self How I See tlyself (HIV),
Elementary

.4

Grade Level

c

1

0

r



%a

.
ort L

Tests of kadewiV
4

progress,
- !oral- (TAP) ,

- Reading
Arithivettc Both Tests.of kademic Progress,

*, . :-: Form; (TAP)
. Natheaviti-cs .

tliude, -School -4unior ,Index? er Motivation ,(41/14)
Sel f-COncept Self How I See:,11 4self. (141SM),

7

Sectondri

-'_,Grade, Lev IX-XII
'xTotarof. classroaal of High, and Low SES used

la the

ri

,

t4
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APPENDIX C

LETTERS AND COMMENTS

PBTE Committee commissioned thii study, it also setup a
'review panel ofAresearch experts .whose function was to read the first draft
-of-the report and make comments or suggestAgns which were to be published with
the report." ,THe se -draft was circulated to the principal investigators.of,.
thosest4d104hoseliedings were used in the report. and their reactions were
also solicited un* the same terms. The responses are reprodUced in this
:appendix, With theltiteful acknowledgments of the author. Ne.found them
mostusefutin preparing the final version of the report, which includes
changes *de in response to some of these suggestions and Comments.
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COMMents by The American-Federation of Teachers, AFL -CIO
Marilyn'ilauth

,,^Asiistint Directors, Education ,

'Educational RevarckDept.) AFT
Washihgton, D.C. 20036

.
°The.American,Federation of Teachers has long insisted that we need serious

research,on the "technolegy of teaching" to discover, if possible. what makes_a

competent teacher. We are in agreement with AACTE and many others that educa- -

_Mop would benefit from,a knowledge of demonstrable skills and behaviors required
of'a competent ,teacher.

.

Of all the- research studies examined, it is,significant that only 12 were
thought to have the validity required to-be-generalized among the teacher popu--
lation in terms of assessment of teacher competencies. We are not sure whether-

-these stydiei are truly comparable or why.others have been left out. We are,

unconvinced that literature surveys of independently developed studies really
tell,us-anything conclusive. ,

We would also argue that even-the studies DF. Medley does look at are
flawed because of reliance on the.prodess7product method. 'Dr. Medley states
in his report that4e---infers-Athat-ia4eacher who is effective is competent and

that the one who is not is incompeteht."- Effectiveness is judged,on the baiis
of student achievement on standardized tests. If the teacher were the sole.--N

influence on a.child's learning, we could more easily accept these findings.
But, obviously, this is not the case.. The AFT has peen. arguing foryears that
studies which omit home backgrOund.and many, many school-related variables
are seriously deficientand basically worthless.

4.

We recognize that Dr. Medley acknowledges thatiesearch on teacher ,

effectiveness is still quite-limited since he uses manfgualifiers when talking
about teacher competencies. We wonder if .such extensive use of qualification

is not simply one more indication of thehhereht weakneiqf literature,
surveys.

.

.
If we are truly interested in ascertaining what constitutes effettiVe

teaching, we must continue to pursue honest research that will look at all
variables involved, including such things as-teacher performance, societal
and economic effedts, available resources, and_environmental settings. Because.-,

of the expense and time involved in using such comprehensive;approaches, they
are generally rejected) and education, moves forward in ignorance.

In our opinion, research on teacher competencies WIll hotvield Valuable

results until all those involved in education, whether teachers, administrators,.
or politicians, admit that we cannot find solutions overnight_and that all

parties, including teachers and their unions, must be involved in the,search .

.

for answers.
5
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March 28, 1977

.FAR-WEST-LA8ORATORY
For Educational' Research and, Development

1855 Folsomr5t., San Francisco, Calif. 94103

Dr. earl Massanari

American Association oolleges
lorTeacherlducation -

One Dupont Circle h,

Washington; D.C. 20936 ,

Dear Karl:

-.I.thank yOu for letting me comment on the Medley Review.. I admire Dr. Medley's

stamina and agree with the- premise...someone should turn these "findings" into
"usable ideas for teacher educators. In that spirit, Italie no comments -and
'congratulate ynuon,the good sense to pick Dr. Medley, and 'I congratulate him(
your a job weyhdone.--

-

My,concerns are not with the need for a review like this or the product,_but
with the problems in the field of research that any review worth the. effort
seems-to raise. ,For example, the subtitle of the review is "A Compilation_ -

ofIlependable Findings of Research in Teacher Education.", I find little in-
* :this'field that would lead me to call these findings dependableAThe kinds

of studies, done by some of the investigators whose work met the standards of
siedley,'' and I might add's, my own present work, do mot lead -me ta believe we

.have dependable-results. We. have some names and measurementinstr
some'variables which should be thought about seriously very affecting
student achievement. That's about as_stronve-statement as I would ever make.
See'for example the discouraging-reView of behavioral stability by Shavelson

DemOsey in RER this year. -

Reviewing is an art that is starting to becerlt technical and methodological.
Gene Glass' work on statistical methodology for conducting meta-analysis of
research in an, area is an example of such new and sophisticated approaches; to
reviewing research. I think, were I you, I would continue to fund such reviews,

,-;eyery few years, because neither Medley's. nor Rosenshine's, nor Heath's, nor

9unkin_and Biddle's, etc., can capture the full knowledgein a field like this.
-And,none of the above used the systematic_ approach of Glass for the accumulation
of data.' Somebody' should:

J-am-Also a little bothered by some of the criteria used by Dr. Medlex, The

criterion of .a linear correlation of .39 in this review.isquite sensible but
'Certainly opens the review up to certain criticisms.' These have to do with
the sample size necessary to have a correlation of .39 be significant. At

the .05- level this is, I think, about 18 cases. Since many, many interesting

studies of teaching have low N's., Ow may never. get into, the "acceptable-
for-review" category. This argument about size is made best by my friend and j

colleague N. L. Gage in his paper "four cheers for research on teaching."
,
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'lags `2% -"

,Another' problem is in the gain criterion, listed as criterion III.--- Gains are

defined very-differently in these studies. In:at least one study, sed in this

-.revieW, the "gain" is actually a loss of pOints between an easy pretest and a
post. test. Residualization is used in some but not all the studies,

think;' and this too 'has unique Oroblems.
4

toould nit -pick my way through 10 or more other areas ; all of which are well
known by Dr. ,Medley and the researchers whom he reviews._

Myspoint in' this brief critique is only to expreis.iw concern that you are not
fooled. -These are ideas to be thought about, propositions, if you will."-,But
they-are not "dependable" findings. Moreover, these studies will probablyznOt
beloplicated or validated in anywhere like their original fora: So someone
needs to' design mini-implementation Studies to see If the'Variables seem to.,
hold up -on closer.sscrutiny. After those implementation, types:of studies,:
-Oder different conditions,. I might begin 'to use.teris like "dependable." Till
then;-caution, cautions But if you will stay cautious, by all :Means e
review as a-take off for the design of programs' in teacher edUcatio . The
reviewls certainly worth-serious- attention.

Sincerely yours,

David C. Berliner - ,

-AssOciate Laboratory Director
.for Research

'DCB:er

'cc: Don Medley-

'P.S. Don--Can I keep my copy of the review and share it with the California
Cosiaission for Teacher. Preparation and Licensing, even in its draft, firm?,

.-'They should-read it soon.
.

Thanks,



- , Comments by Jene_Brophy
Associate Professor of Educational Psychology

Onftersity-of Texas at Austin
_1.;';.

.Directot* theinorreletes of-Effective Teaching" Project,.
Research and Development Center for Teacher Education in Austin,.

-I:, Dr. Medley has prodUced a useful;- thought- provoking compilation and

,clearly

research On teacher effects. The.rationaleand procedures Are
,clearlY describedi.along with their implicationso.maing it easy,to understand
and, evaluate what was dom Also, the data are presented in alarm that makes
that easy to comprehend, something. that is difficult to accomplish in,a review
'of thielleghltude. In general, the document is well done and as a-
'valuable contribution. Having said this, I wish to offer a few criticisms
'and-suggestions.'.

First, although the combined criteria of size of correlation (.39 or
bettr)-and probability value (.05 or below) highlight strong findings and
eliminate borderline ones, Illould not,place too much stress on the sizes of

correlations. In itudies with,miny subjects; correlations-lowerlhan_.39
Still can be not only statistically significant but worth considering. Olore.
generally, replication across studies is moreimportant.than the correlationk
in any, single study, so that I would nominate replication and consistency as/"
the primary criteria for *ging findings:, , T-,

Similarly, I share Medley's-concern-with'epecific, describable behavior,
but I would not rule out high-inference process measures from consideration.

-*Melly aspects of teaching are best measured with high-inference methods, Even
if it is-true that these measures are not very-useful for teacher education
until or unless broken.into-specifics, it still seems .useful to take note of
Consistent findings concerning high-inference-measures as a way to indicate
areas likely to be worth finer analyses to lead to more specific; low-inference
desCriptions..

fly- major concern about the review is that so much emphasis has'been placed
on long-term outcomes and normative:test data, even to the point of dismissing
short-4,1rm outcomes (attention, task engagement, short-term rates or-levels of
achievJnent). Short-term outcomes_are convincing in their own right,,whether _

or not they correlate with long-term outcomes. .In fact, they provide the
linkages to explain why teacher behavior_influences long- term outcomes,

--44pecially test performance that is not. related in any direct way to the
teaching behaviors of interest. Data on long-term outcomes are needed to show
that the teacher behaviors, haye important effects,-but short-termoutcomes
lead us towards explanation of how the processes work and provide evidence
that correlational relationships reflect causal ones. Linkages between teaching
,behaviors and short-term outcomes are useful even in the absence of information
about long-term outcomes, and linkages between teacher behaviors and long-term,

-'- outcomes are, incomplete.

. The tES-date'discussed in th4 review come from my research; and I hasten
to pcdnt_out that SES was used as a proxy standing for some combination of

--ability,-achievement level, and motivation. SES per se is not the basic variable,
and overemphasizing it might lead to unfortunate fixation-on methodkend/or to
increased-stereotyping according to SES. Also, our data do not support the
consent made about integratiOn in any direct way, and I do not interpret them



110selt. It way be true that integration (across race, social class,..
ps,, or other classifiCations) alone doei not help, but investigations_

ng *insistently reveal that segregation does net help,- either. The
CininOtbe'settled_with data discussed in this, report. It resolves to a

-1*.k.trade=off, between the benefits and disadvantages of homogeneous ,vs.
eneous. classroom composition..

A final point about Interpretation. should be made in reference toitile
;'studies -;by the Soars and by Stallings andKaskowitz. These uterPrbject,,FolloW
11004k classrooms. Follow 'Through sponsors have specific program models that
differ considerably from one:another, and teachers within programsjend to
.teach Siiilarly. Therefore, Process-product data froM the studies in- question
do, not tOnuch reflect teaoher, effects as prom= effects. Saietiales,_ this
leads to confusion., In particular; 'these Studies are icited.aS'SUpporting- the -,
.idea..that low SES children in the early grader Yearn ,best when taught in, large,
rather than, small, groups. It happens that group size is., inextritably- confounded
with' program sponsorship in Follow Through classrooms: the. programs that ,get
;,the best, learning gains use large groups, and .certaiirothersiscimall' groups.

possible that group size did have dtrect.effects,;.but`itAS)hore likely
that:differences .in. effects resulted from -differencesi.in:rcurridult;.and that

,,these'l-Correlated. group- size variables do, not: have any; -causal -effects? In any
,case; iti:shOuld be kept in mind that correlational '-data -can suggest, causality

in fact, certain variables are just correlates of othert that are the..
_. real-causes, and that this danger is compounded in studies using FolloW Through
:OlistrOoms'.



West :Georgia. College
Division of the' University S tal of Gokorgia

Carrollton, 'Georgia 30117 ,

5, 1977

-_

1Di iicfir, :Ina-P1410j!Ct r
':11ineriait,,Association of Colleges for Teacher Education

Washington, D.C. ,20036
7. _.

.Thank; you for thecopportunity,tO review and react :to Dr. Donald Nedley!s The .-

Research Base for'Teacher.-Education., .

,Because of the way the, study }is 'organized and presented, it is surely the most
stra4ght fonterd Study_ of- proCessiproduct.relationships which has

been done to.date. The four criteria used in the tseliction o research studies
to beincluded cannot be faulted... One mightwish_to alter anY or all of then'
in Some minor', pecific waY(i)`lipt they should stand. the test of time and'

. become the basis for identifying teacher behaviors whiCh lead to: -imPortant
/ student growth.- These important.criteria could be 'expanded in..eitherior both.
4:dire:Ai/oft 'for. future -research on teacher effectitieness.

.

It seems unlikely, that anything less than long-terin direct observation.in the
natural setting will yield'the _real relationships essential to the formulation;
Of an mpirically based teacher education program.!' Onlretearch which attempts
to study all the variables in their natural, setting can possibly reveal insights
into the progressive interactions which are present in classrooms: Additionally,
Cohen's Statistical Power,of.Analysis provides evidence that increasing the size
of,n's is needed to- .yield the mailmen number of rea*, relationshiPs which exist. :'.
It-light be useful If this aspect of research could be reported,-

The "folklore"' definitions of teacher effectiveness, bf which Medley speaks "still ,
abound and'-must be dispelled. Since we 'do not" have a definition of competent:
and /or incompetent teaching,,the use of the terms' "more'effective" 'end,
effective" appear to be-more appropriate .and more acceptable.

All.of the "Introduction" is extremelyiuiid; but powerful "Rationale of
the Study" should be requiredyeading for every:tacher-educator inthe nation.-

Tilts:study it a landmark whtch,ii so desperately needed at this time.

Sincerely,

,119 175

,Homer Coker-
Director of the Competency-
Based Teacher Certification
Project-



Harris"
:*

Cosmentk_bYlaberev. a
. Professor of ;Education, Emeritus

NeriROchelle;;New York --

:

Despite of -effort, and hundreds of. ,s es, -the-training of -;------.--
teachers is sti/11 based are on tradition and:pirsonal belief. than on hard

: research evident.. Dr: Medley: has '0 .formed -a great service in his effort .

;.:... "' to-separate the wheatsfrOm. the chaff in teacher effectiveness studies. The
criteria .he has. sed in-deciding Whic results to include are stringent:
aunt research design; 'relationships 'Mich are practically as well as statis--
ttcally_significant; merisured.pupil gains as) the criterions results_atich can .

. be generalized to -other groups. of teachers; and specifit destription of process -,
,maki the study repeatable. It' is a pity` that so few of the studies he
searched metAhesercriteria:.,1.'...

( .. . ...
-

By grouping together the results of different studies..he-has Uncovered
maw interesting trends, some of-which ru ;contrary td conventional wisdom.
He has, identified areas in which there is ubstantial consensus- of evidence
already, and Other areas in whith' the ilvfd els meagre. r Inconsistent, thus
Providing direction for fn" re.1,res !arch. l""-------

4.

-....,_,..

_T ; However, loathing is Jost...when the islts-of a complex study are boil i''

down to entries in'a few fables:i -The,destii tie labels in the tables may no
slims- convey enough detillAbOuethe Variab e as it was defined in the study
being cited. For example; thir.entriet.conc ing the CRAFT-Project, which I
directed, are accurate ,as they go', but they do not include some essential
information.- In Medley's Table 7,-a,CRAFT ult showing a negative relationship
between total reading, timeindgreading improv tin second grade is cited: -,,.
This is correct;_. but lit-Applied to 'only one ,of the_,four *thing_ methods. studied

. in that project (the:PhonoviSual Method), and t-it-means isthat 'in second

grade the teacheri who spent.most time on phoiri drills achieved-less improve-
/ sent in reading than the :teachers who' spent les time on, such drills, in that' 1

particular Method. Some,:ef.theAther'discrepant results may alsO be based on 1

incomplete descriptions; of4.111,021r:;') s.% *,.
..., ,-- ,

..
Dr. Medley's finding that wi.po,,iometmportint variables what works well

with middle-class children works poorly with low SES children, and vice virsaor
gives much food for thotight.---' Hopefully, teacher educators will-'pay attention
to -this, and to other significant findings' such at' the poor, results associated

with small group ,work, and theoositive relationship between time spent on ,
reading instruction, and reading- results in first-grade.. -

I
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/
Comments-by W. Robert Wooi

Associate Dean
School of .Education

tat _of Houston
Houstorts Texas

. ..A.,.. -1-
.:. .,- ---

ii t: ehc ii' I tudythe
. -..,This mohographmakes several contribu ons o a ona s . First,

S.,

u millibgrePh provides 'a model- fcr summarizing the findings of research studies.
. In his procedures, Medley sOeCified a set of stringent criteria,' then applied
them,to teacher effects research, reporting only findings meeting. these sten-
dierds: These findings have been reported using a common 'format; thus,;not
only the 'author's conclusions but also his. data base are made: known to theruder. .

. :.'$ecoitcle the tables and. conclusions dramatically detonStrate the serious
lack:of empirical tudies in this area, and they need for ''Concerted effort

_systematically to investigite the effects of te,aching:behavtor. to date there
. ere io unifying .theories in teachinc' as in the sciences; but neither tre.there

.SubitAnt-lated findings:upon which such theories could be built. .10 ancient
Greece, for example, Thales' monumental. Conception of Atm universe'was based

,,on 500 years of obiervations by astronomers of the movement of the sun, planets,
-:----and-stars,';LikewiSe, the theories of ,Newton, Einstein, Galileo, and others .

were-based on advancing technology_ in_ 'the measurement of phenomena and previous
research in related' fields.; .

9'
.071#:.--- / 4? -

st- ,.. - \

? While the patterns of findingi-in, teacher editati on reported herein are
farefrom. clear, they provide a succinct basis for identifying needed areas for
further study, stimulating research hypotheses, and understanding the relation-,
'Ships among-studies. The interaction between increased precision in measuring-%.instructional processes and learning outcomes and systemic research studies.
in teacher efftEtivenesS encourage longrange:.study and thcoriet based on
ampirial evidence. .---- -- 7-----____ _ , .,-... .

I--.!
. , _

, Third, findings provide cautious cues.for educating teachers today, 4- ,
... :/",. cautious because the populations studied were primarily in the elementary

school, cautious .because the number of studies was small, cautious because
of several seeMingly contradictory findings, anccautious because studies
were concerned only with reading and mathematics and may not apply to less

'skill related subjects'. However meager and inconclusive, :tizh bases .could be
', superior to typical practites based on lore which do not 1 themselves to

further refinement and study.-
'S.-,

4,7
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Commentsy Virginia Koehler
`Acting Chi 9 Teaching Division
National ;listitute on Education

D.C.

t

_This is an extremely interesting document. Don Medley has produced a
'rePortwhiCh-provides a well organized and easily understood coiptlition of
-lrawsamiyical findings" from a large numbet.of complex studies. It will,

jam-sure, be utilized for its tubstanci4vid as a model for*organizing and
-peeseiting,this type of data. 1-

2k:critique of a research.synthetisioctaneni inevitably begins with a

comment on criteria utilized einclusion. Actually, I have few probTems
With-the criteria, exceptf the one which excludes short-term relati4nships
AmideCH ion III.. I ca understand excluding-such findings for the -sake

of mil ,or lackdf rability. Beat to state 'that short-term learning

gains,"a not the kinds of tcomes . . ;that teachers are hired to-accom-
pliths mplies that one-year achievement gains on standardized tests aee.' As
a ma rcher, as a parent, and as an ex-teacher, 'I-Would havc,to secy.-with
thit'conclusion.,-

I would also hive included a few more caveats in- he descriptiont-of.

the studies. For example, there is a major problem with construcaliditY:
in the category systems of the Multitude of observation measures represented
in'thit-paper.- This means,,among other things, that 'teacher lectUres" in
one observation measure may not-be the same as- "teacher lectures" in another

measure. (See Borich and Malitz, "Convergent and Discriminant Validation of
Three 'Classroom Observation Systems:, A Proposed Model", UTR&D, 1976).
Another methodological problem is that many of the greater than .39 correlationt
listed in the tables were found in studies with many variables -and many non- .

significant correlations, making the "significant" ones possibly random -----

occurrences. (See Godbout, "The Problem of Change: Significant Findings in

(Educational Research," UTR&D, 1975.) Both of these problems may explain some

Of the'contradiCtory findings.

_ But without a doubt, the most important caveat *hich needs to be
-emphasized throughout the report (aod in fairness to Medley, he did make, it

at.the beginning is that these relationships are, in large part, correlational.
*sal directions should not be inferred from these findings. Examine,-for

example, -the following Medley conclusion: ",..the effective teacher maintains
an'environment that is supportive,. and if not always quiet, free from ditruptive P

pupil behavior. He maintains this environment with little apparent effort-ore
expression-of negative affect." The tricky word here is "maintains". Is k:
not just -as possible that the "effective" teacher happens to have few behavioral
problem students in his/her class,. and therefore does not need to exert effort--
thatOnlect an "ineffective" teacher may be One with an excess;number of
'behavioral problem children in his/her class? Reality irprobahly somewhere'
between these two interpretations. But the data have been interpreted for us r

'in a model -which suggetts that teacher behaviors affect student behaviors which
in tuen affect. achievement gains. Experience, and some preliminary _findings

(e.g. Brophy, et al, "The Student Attributes Study: Preliiinary Report'',

WRAP, 1976) inUare that there is n.interactive process. It Work: that

certain student behaviors affect teathembehaviors and therefore outcomes, as
-weWasIthe:other way around.

4
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.. f-,. 1-

,also Pekes seie provocative. stitemunts - statements which

-.4
tiOn-iesked: "If re are mow strategies which-hive opposite-
obtl.:aiillysis4tzi the Scope 'of;this,project. The r7r4,)st pro-

_;`,01,,Peipflt.f.of these two types lor av others), is it fair to the 'pupils
< AiroilSchers:)' to mix/Ahem togethee3n. the same classroom?"' The. conflict

iin,,,".question it between notiois, of 'equal educational opportunity,
i -';i.e. ',treating:all kids the same, and equal 'educatienal.

irt(tcoile-9-side - 1...., taking,cogni_zance of and acting ;upon
,

t,-"1,nt.eraction researeh-flpdfilit. But this,' I believe,/
t S

ieport-is/extremely, important in thatit attempts to /.

intred Al) gimlet set of ,findings without ,completely digesting_

the teader. Medley is to be congratulated for developing. nd,
lizi s ht 1 ta . s: 0V .
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lionald,Metilai .

.Prfesser of fducition ...,,:.
..

School of Education N''

.thOiersity OfVirginia
'rlOttesville Virginia' 22903,"

.DearDonr... ,,

:, 2 .

i' 2 ' '

. . , , , ' ,
1 2

I have reviewed your compilationof interim reslarch findings on research in,
.teacher iducation. It is a superior piece Of work, the best I have seen to
.'date."Your choice of criteria for selecting studies to be included is excel-

lent. andsyou, have done Justice to the' studiei which are included. The approach
_,....,

',' for-integrating the studies is excellent'. , ,

.

i ' . ...._
.

-, .. .

This'research review is a significant additidn to the literature on teacher.
,effeCiiveness. .

, .
'' .

Sincerely yours,
i 0

f
0'.

0

Frederick J. McDonald
Executive'`Director
National .Comission 'of

Performance-Based Education
Educational Testing Service
Rosedale Road '1

Prihceton, Nev Jerseys 08540

1, ,
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Cements by R. S.'.Soar
Professor of Education
for Division of Italian "Refources
EdUcation, University of Florida

:thou* doubt, this review is potentially one of the most important things
thit-h s.- happened in teacher behavior research. Thee selection on an eminently

batis Of the studies to be reviewed reduces the volume of material to
be,:clealtWittr, to one which is manageable. But the major advance is, the method

"---of:presenting results, in which findings which would have "leaked inconsistent
.'underenY'other review method can be seen to be consistent instead. The fact
'that this procedure the reader from the frame of reference of the reviewer,
int-YetOrovidet the data in manageable, form, is a major advance over other
7rtylmit1ncluding thoierof this authar.

success Of the review, ha/revers suggests further Steps which
woultbe.usefUl. The easiest would be to include resulti:Of specific tests .

cot Piteractions of teacher behavior with .pupil socioeconomic 'status as they,
relate:to ohtcome. If; for example, positive affect 'expression related to
-in,t.30-for low SE pupils, and -.30 for high SES pupils, this difference
n-direCtion of relationships would be an interaction 'which would 'account for

mieUghlWariance to meet' the review criteria, if explicitly tested; but the
separate relationships as,Ithey are now reviewed rivould not. The.impOrtince. of.SEVas a moderating variable in the review argues- for the usefulness of _

reportinythese explicit tests, even though ,they do not fit the organization
of that current review.

,

The imposing volume orresults in the review' stipports the decision to 7,--
use. a cutoff of 15% of variance. Larger amount, of data would probably place

greater deiand on the reader than many wouldaccept. Bu:: the 'success of
this procedure suggests the usefulness of repeating the review using ,a lower

-4 1,
'4- cutoff; perhaps-one of 10% variance. In our data, about half of the corre-

fferent mefrures 6 achi ve-,
Ikely that 'teacher behav or
than anotIer means e,of
eal relat onsh4s,; have tleen

lations between cla sroom regressed mean gain for d
ment are'less than 1.39 (15% variance'). It seems u

- will often 'relate re strongly to achievement gal
achievement gain does, so that probably numbers of

,screened- out.. :
4' .,4

-, - Ultimately, it seems useful examine this et of studies i more 4e ail,,
\ I either averaging effect-size for v iable,s identified in the revs , or poo ing

1 the independent probabilities free hi,various studies. The Inclusion, of
specific tests of interactions might be ddne in the present review,: but probably
the inClusion'of relationships with a cutoff of .3, or the more intensive

--- , ,

analyses f should .be made in idditional -studies. -' ( - . i ,

.--,--,,,.-- 1 -- I ,_
.

..
,

,

,_ .

There s an additional MethodOlogi el problem which affects"the results of
-,-._.- the,-Lstudies evi (as Ruth Soar bring to my attention). In calculating

----j i -kregresSed gain, most studies only adjustl the effect of pretest out of the
Posttest score, Mitch typically holds co stant about two-thirds 01 the 'Variance
-(1essi0,-the interval is more than a yea ). In contrast, holding IIQ and socio-

if economic'' status -constant, as well, typically holds 8040% of the variance
7,---;.- I, :, '"1,!,constant. -This Orbcedural difference has ..two probable effects: (a) adjusting
-. -',1- onlyjor,preteit leaves a greater* amount of reliable variance avails le to

-...- -I'
I 0 !,.' V i'itt

.., y \ I

V ,
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relotAo-clasirOom behavior,, but, unfortunately, (b) it probably
,

biases the
lilting relationships. The relations between pupil IQ and SP at the beginning
the-year and teacher, behavior at mid-Year are often stronger than those
tvietvbehivior and gain. As a consequence, if these pupil characteristics are

AloltbalOLCOnstant, a spurious degree of relationship between teacher behavior.
and-.pupil post -score may be created. This problem is obviously not under the
tOhtra,ifithe reviewer, but it does seem worth pointing out, since,the more
tarefUlly:460e studies rre likely to produce fewer significant relationships
Amd-smalletones. Perhaps this characteristic of each study Could be cited

risialvannotation in the reference list. This also seems important to.point
out since review will probably have continuing influence on.,the research ,'
doneln 'the future`.

. .., . ..,.. ,

2-t.--

But iheie suggestions should not be seen as detracting from the review.-
Itlt atontribUtion whose importance would be hard to overestimate. It will,
nolonger be possible for reviewers or teacher educators to denigrate teacher
behavior research as having nothing to contribute without their pOOr scholar-
,ship being evident; and this is doubly important, since the review makes clear
that some of teacher education's most dearly held,beiiefS are. ,irrelevant- or
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Western Kentucky, Uni versity

Office of theDean
College of- Education,

Bowling Green, Kentucky

Dr...--.Doni144010,, Professor

011egei:of-Educatien .

-AiniVersity Of-Virginia

2-1hirlottesville, Virginia 22901 /

I
Dear-Don:

.0

,, .

Please-forgive the.long delay in my reaction to your excellent study of the
:-research'findings in teacher education. I think the work you, have done is
:Methodologically sound and your analyses, of the findings ate-outstanding.
Taerdisappointed, however, although no fault Ofyour_study, that the existing '-'

research was so limited that the results of your studyAtill be limited in
Aeneralizabtlity, i.e., generalizable Ortmarity:to gradesir.III-and ip the:
.. . .SUbjectsof -reading and math-. The implications will be poverfUl, however,
-lor, other grades and subject areas and should stimulate greatAmounts of
research and new data.

. ... ..-

, ,. , ; . :
. , ve

I am POtttiffifly-iiffiii74 with the finding'that successful teacher behaviors ,

differ so markedly between low SES and high SES groups. Theimplications for.-. , .

teacher ,education are startling.- I wonder ifthese differences. continue
throughthe upper elementary grades and into high school? Your.question as --
40 whether we should.mix SES's in the same classroom is truly-meaningful in
the light of your findings. -

,- .

-
.,

L
l..

..,,- . .

'Eq ty 4resst4e,_ and contrary to most ople's opinion, was t11 finding

. ....

th t productive tea ers do less individu 1 work with students but.when working
in ividualty, they so/different techniqu s.' Again, here is much. food for
thought in'teacher education. i , ,, i- .

..

...

. .

, - .

Perhap one of my major concerns can be fund on page 30 of the draft. I hope
that readers will not overgeneralize the findings that the effective teacher
of lc* SES's "does not encourage - pupils to,analyze, synthesiie, evaluate, or
indeed-do a thing bolt answer rather narrow questions asked by-the,teacher.
Theleache who encourages such pupils to express themselves freely, to think,

..10 quests ota 0 scuss is not effective in teaching then'to read-or do
..arithmetic. You have carefully pojnted outjhat these findings apply only to
reading and arit tic, and presumably in loWer elementary grades. Obviously,
-therewill be hoe Who will quote thes

/

e findings and apply them to -all areas
of,study,,inclUdi g the humanistic and social studies.

Although there ariiany impressive findings in the study that are worthy
of Comment, 'T want to mention only two more. First, I was pleased that your-
findingsAndicated that effeCtive teachers used more praise, encouragement, .

and-reinforcement than did more ineffective` eachers. I have read. some recent
. .....

,
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4,reitearch that denied this finding. I happen to believe that, they dd use more

praise. Second, your findings suggest that effective teachers may ,be more

_authoritarian than_ the less effective. This is the 'first concrete evidence

-to s rt our data from the Teacher Preparation Evaluation Program at Western

Kentunivers y.,

n summary, the more .1 read your paper, the more impressed I became with it.

My, first impressions were` not nearly so supportive. I became "hung up" ion

the:ett that the studies examined were so limited in number, dealt primarily
with-loiter grade levels, and assessed progress in reading and MathimatiCs. I

,bilii.tve that these limitations should be pointed out; The _beauty of

your technique "grew" on me and your _caution in interpreting the resulti is
pnwandable. I support your work enthusiasticaLly_,but with the expectation

-..7-thatAt will be misquoted and used out. of context. Despite these_ probabilities,
it'is a highly val-uable_plece of work: Congratulations on a Job well done.

Si ncereli yours,

J. ,T.' :Sandefur;, Dean
Col lege,. of_ Edicatioti

ti
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Co silents by Hero idle K. Spriggs, Ed.;D.-
EduationalAhoogram Spedialitt

DREW --- :Office: Of Education .

-,TeaCher Corps

report is designed to provide the teacher educatot= With actess.to
-'meaningful findings of research in teacher effectiveness. That such access

;ISTAinqUestionable..__That this report does the job, outlined also
Uesti enable.: What is questionabre is the impact ,-this report ant others like
m1004' in the field of teacher education. In the hands_.-of the' "wrong-

,

:
'1 ":::Supt information have an_ impact which may be so,negative that it

*Clears to5.-undO, as in the- case of studies which purport that a
t of our population is ge____Jetically inferior, _to other:segments of the

uliition:

It appears that the author' has reviewed, and apalyzed the findings with
Mete objectivity. There appears to be no. indication_pf:anyr,valUe judge-

MentS.-OrtAhe girt of the writer. This- must be emphasized- because, the. study,
ken_444.- of Context, or, without-a thorough-:analysiS of 'each, .of= the=

resented,: can -lead to erroneous-concepts about Students free eloW socie-
400°0'1er-status' (SES),. Further, other-factors Aick\can- be -attributed to low

--.SES ifthOUld be carefully considered before .drawing' hny'condlusions ,from ,,the
Study-or-the findings _presented. These -factors are the very essence oflow
SES---inadequate housing,, medical factlities, pOor nutrition. etc. ,ElaboratiOw.
,here hopefully91s not

:-For specifics, _one look_ at a couple of the areas presented,:

Organizing_ fo nStructiog

Or conclude that low SES students are unable to work independently -.

they lac iscipline, cannot foil* directions and must be guided step, by step
r attempts-to_learn.

.:"{ .4.

of Instruction

/,
One.mikit conclude hat low SES students are unable to respond to h gher

'level Oestions - their innate ability is limited, they are Hintellectu
whatever that means, infer or to high. SES students. Moreover, low SES tudents
don't ask

that
a even when they do the "effective" teacher is no likely_

torespolid to tud nt.

"-.They re other areas from which negative conclusions can ,be dr Whai
coritrib s to these conclusions is the fact that comparisons are made it1i

S students. Why the negativeness? While not the majority,-ma loW
E students in our society a e minorities - Black, Mexican Americ n and

fve,,American. There are ltural and langbage differences' among th se
, groUps:which are not often r ognized as as ets among the majority pop lation;
thus because of students', b kgrounds, the uality, of theirjeducation, s
affected: . /.

Consider the MO nts used by the researchers to measure teacher
'effectivenets. Do this tests take' into consideration the cultural and language
differences among a nt of the student population which is low SES?

729 '185



.01th.e hinds ot sensitive.teacher educators; studies of this nature caw

-vertusefeT edirtors will recognize, analyze
and-present those causal factors underlying the differences- in teaching low
SES'students and high SES students.-

.

O'er those teacher educators' who are insensitive, this study and other,
laicen,init-of context, can be damaging. Teachers _trained- by such people may
.exit, the training program reviewing low- SES students in a negative manner,

and May teach in a manner which assumes that.SUch.studenti are, limited in their
ability 'to learn. It can lead to further segregation within the classroom:

Any study has. the postibiTiti of being..misconstrued orliisused. Thus

crucial that to the extent possible Oy cautions, or limitations of the
---study be in_readerss/users' minds as they proceed. It is with this statement
'in mind that it is recommended that the sponsors of this compilation continue,
kith the, study.
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